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Let the magical games begin
GV hosts 201*4 Quidditch Midwest Regionals, qualifies for World Cup
of Michigan’s teams,” Woolsey said. “The facili­
ties were really impressive too which is why we 
chose to host it here this year.”
The chance to host the tournament start­
ed two years ago when GVSU put in a 
bid to host the event. Aleia Wright, the 
quidditch club president, said that it was 
a huge deal for her and the club, also 
noting that having the assistance of the 
school staff made a big difference.
Twenty-eight teams came to Allendale, 
but only 18 left with a spot secured in the 
World Cup tournament. Teams hailed 
from 12 different states such as Kansas,
Illinois, Ohio, Michigan and Iowa hop­
ing they could prove themselves worthy.
The Lakers came out strong on Sat­
urday, and claimed the 11th seed in the 
tournament allowing them to make it 
to the US Quidditch World Cup for the 
second year in a row.
Head coach John Alexander was 
pleased to be making a return to the 
national tournament.
Alexander said the improvement from last 
year was significant and that the 
team brought forth their best 
effort over the weekend.
“All our training has defi­
nitely paid off,” Alexander 
said. “The team’s in the best shape I’ve 
seen them all year and it was really nice going 
into the second day knowing we would be go­
ing to the World Cup.”
Braving the rain and wind, the Lakers’ 
highlight of the weekend was their 
match against Ohio University, 
where they overcame a 70-point 
deficit. GVSU junior Tyler Nagy 
said making the comeback was his 
favorite part of the tournament.
“After being down 70 points we not only tied 
the game but came back and won, which was awe­
some.” Nagy said. “That and after qualifying on 
the first day we were able to go into day two 
and just have fun instead of stressing out.” 
The eighth US Quidditch World 
Cup will be held in April in Rock 
Hill, S.C., but until then the Lakers
SEE QUIDDITCH ON AS
BATTLE OF THL VALLEYS
SCHEDULE
BY NICK OEMAAGD
NDEMAAGDiaLANTHORN.COM
rosty winds howled over the pitch 
as the whistle blew and bodies col­
lided. Yells and cheers drowned 
out one another during the course 
of the two-day tournament, but for 
the athletes involved, it was all worth it.
Grand Valley State University hosted the 2014 
Quidditch Midwest Regionals over the weekend. 
It marked the first time in Midwest collegiate 
quidditch that a university was chosen to host the 
regional tournament, which determines which 
teams qualify for the US Quidditch World Cup.
US Quidditch Events & 
Gameplay Director Sarah 
Woolsey said GVSU was 
chosen to host the tour­
nament because of 
the convenience of 
the location.
“It’s a central 
location which is 
close for many
SEEAB WORLD CUP PREPARATION: This weekend, GVSU hosted the 2014 Quidditch Midwest Regionals. The Grand Valley Grindylows qualified for the US Quidditch World Cup, which will be held in April in Rock Hill, S.C.
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MILITARY HEROES: (Left to right) Darrien Twomley, Henry Allison, Brett Smith, Svetlana Gaddie and Andrew Trestail participate in Heroes Day at 
GVSU on Saturday, Nov. 8. GVSU recognized veterans and first responders at the event, which also had activities for the veterans’ families.
MONDAY
11 a.m. - 5 p.m.
T-shirts, puppy chow and 
mystery box sale in Kirkhof
3 p.m. - B p.m.
T-shirts in Kirkhof
7 p.m.
The a capella contest 
in GRR, $1 at door
TUESDAY
11 a.m. - 5 p.m.
T-shirts and mystery box 
sale in Kirkhof
GV celebrates Veterans Day
BY ALLISON RIBICK
ARIBICKiaLANTHORN.COM
rand Valley State University Ath­
letics and WGVU Engage teamed 
up to put on the second annual 
Heroes Day at the Kelly Family 
Sports Center on GVSU’s Allen­
dale Campus on Saturday, Nov. 8. Veterans and 
first responders were celebrated at the event.
The movie “Navy SEALs: Their Untold Story” 
played on a big screen throughout the event, with 
voices of veterans recalling their experiences echo­
ing throughout the building. It will be shown again 
by WGVU on Nov. 11 from 9 p.m. to 11 p.m.
The LZ Michigan Vietnam Big Map was also 
on display for veterans or their family members to 
write down when and where they were stationed 
in the Vietnam War. Names, dates and information 
specific to their deployment covered the map of the 
country. Some “RIPs” were etched into it, along with 
comments of never forgetting veteran’s sacrifices.
A missing man ceremony was held to remem­
ber prisoners of war. The symbolic presentation 
included a table setting with flowers, a candle, a 
Bible, an American flag and an empty chair.
Heroes Day also had a wide array of family- 
friendly activities such as games, characters from 
PBS Kids and performances from the GVSU
dance team, marching band and cheer team.
Another Veterans Day event GVSU will be 
hosting is the unveiling of a sculpture of a sol­
dier and Grand Rapids native who was killed in 
the Vietnam War. The soldier, Dennis Lobbezoo, 
made an impact on Edward Byrd, who was a 
medical officer in Vietnam. After retiring and 
studying art, Byrd created a sculpture that would 
not only represent Lobbezoo, but all veterans.
A Veterans Day Breakfast will take place on 
Nov. 11 from 7:30 a.m. to 9 a.m. at GVSU’s Pew 
Campus in Grand Rapids at the DeVos Center. 
A Sculpture Dedication is a part of this program, 
taking place at 8:30 a.m. in the Steelcase Library 
lobby in Building A, Room 104.
The sculpture’s permanent home will be in 
the lobby outside of the Steelcase Library in the 
DeVos Center.
The Heroes Day event also provided individuals 
with information regarding organizations available 
to help veterans and their families. Tables were set up 
around the building for people to navigate through.
Representatives from the Battle Creek Vet­
erans Affairs Medical Center were there to in­
form people of the resources they offer such as 
support groups and couple’s therapy. Also, they 
provided information regarding Post Traumatic 
Stress Disorder symptoms and treatment.
In addition, information on resources for re­
turned service members in Operations Enduring 
Freedom (OEF), Iraqi Freedom (OIF) and New 
Dawn (OND) was available at the event, which was 
part of the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs.
Also present were volunteers from Operation 
Homefront, which supports families of service 
members and wounded warriors through morale 
programs, emergency assistance and housing.
“We give financial assistance like repairing 
homes - or even something as simple as getting 
your car fixed,” said Mike Carpenter, a volunteer 
for the organization.
During the holiday season, it has programs such 
as Holiday Meals for Military and a holiday toy drive.
GVSU’s Student Veterans of America was also 
at the event. The group offers monthly meetings 
for students to discuss veteran resources, and it 
helps them navigate the Veterans Affairs system in 
order to get benefits to come to school full-time.
“We also help veterans make friends,” said 
Ben Young, a veteran of the U.S. Navy and a 
GVSU business student. “It’s often hard adjust­
ing back to civilian life when you’ve been with a 
group of people for so long.”
Army Strong Community Center, Buddy to Bud­
dy, Grand Rapids Home for Veterans and Goodwill 
were some of the other organizations in attendance.
7 p.m.
GV'S Got Talent in GRR, 
$1 at door
WEDNESDAY
11 a.m. - 5 p.m.
T-Shirts, puppy chow and 
mystery box sale in Kirkhof
2 p.m. - 5 p.m.
T-shirts in Henry Hall
7 p.m.
Bonfire at Robinson Field
THURSDAY
11 a.m. - 5 p.m.
T-shirts and mystery box 
sale in Kirkhof
FRIDAY
11 a.m. - 5 p.m.
T-shirts and mystery box 
sale in Kirkhof
1 p.m.
Fashion Show in Kirkhof
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JAPAN STUDY ABROAD SESSION
The Grand Valley State University Padnos 
International Center is presenting a study abroad 
session at 6 p.m. tonight in Room A-2103 of 
Mackinac Hall.
The event will provide students with information 
about the theatre and language summer program in 
Japan. The trip is open to all majors, and it is faculty-led.
For more information, contact Jeremy Robinson 
at (616) 331-8907 or robinjer@gvsu.edu.
BREAKING DOWN WALLS
To Write Love on Her Arms is hosting an informa­
tional event about mental health tonight at 8 p.m. in 
Room 2263 in the Kirkhof Center at Grand Valley State 
University. This event is LIB 100/LIB 201 approved.
The event will focus on mental health issues 
including depression, suicide, anxiety, self-harm, 
addiction and eating disorders. The goal is to raise 
awareness about these topics through storytelling 
and discussion.
TWLOHA is a nonprofit service and advocacy or­
ganization that works to raise awareness and help 
those suffering from mental health disorders.
For more information, contact TWLOHA President 
Quinton Pickelhaupt at pickelhq@mail.gvsu.edu.
EXCELLENCE SERIES: BIAS 
INCIDENT PROTOCOL TRAINING
The Grand Valley State University team against 
bias is presenting a workshop from 3 to 5 p.m. on 
Tuesday in Room 1008A of the L. William Seidman 
Center on the Pew Campus. This event is open to 
faculty, staff and students.
Attendees will learn how to define a bias incident 
and what to do if they encounter one on campus. 
The interactive program will include information on 
educating and engaging the community to raise 
awareness about the proper ways to report a bias 
incident.
To register, visit www.gvsu.edu/seminar. For more in­
formation, contact human resources at hro@gvsu.edu.
WOMEN'S MENTORING RECEPTION
The Grand Valley State University Women's 
Commission is hosting the third annual recep­
tion on Tuesday from 3 to 5 p.m. in the Loosemore 
Exhibition Hall on the Pew Campus.
Participants will network and connect with po­
tential mentors. Refreshments will be provided.
The Women’s Commission has a history of work­
ing on various projects that focus on improving the 
lives of women on campus, and it has become a 
mentoring service for students.
To register, visit www.gvsu.edu/wcommission. For 
more information, contact wcommission@gvsu.edu.
WHEELHOUSE TALK WITH BARBARA PICKUT
The Grand Valley State University Hauenstein 
Center is sponsoring a lecture by Barbara Pickut at 
12:30 p.m. on Wednesday in the L. William Seidman 
Center on the Pew Campus. The event is free and 
open to the public.
Pickut is the director of Parkinson’s and move­
ment disorders at the Mercy Health Hauenstein 
Neuroscience Center and an associate professor for 
the College of Human Medicine at Michigan State 
University. She co-founded the Belgian Movement 
Disorders Society. She will speak on her global and 
local leadership and medical experiences.
To register, visit www.hauensteincenter.org/ 
events-calendar/. For more information, contact 
Victoria VanDragt at (616) 331-2770.
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MYSTERY MESSAGE: In the ravines at GVSU, there is a tree with mysterious writing with a message that reads, "Upon 
my death I bridge the connection between the old world and the new," that is the source for several myths on campus.
GV Mythbusters: story behind 
a mysterious tree in the ravines
BY HANNAH LENTZ
HLENTZOLANTHORN.COM
eep in the ra­
vines so familiar 
to Grand Valley 
State University 
students lies a 
tree with a mysterious message 
that contradicts with its serene 
surroundings.
Carved in the fallen trees 
bark is the remnants of a 
message that reads, “Upon 
my death I bridge the con­
nection between the old 
world and the new.”
A lesser known myth on 
campus, the tree was discov­
ered by a running group who 
came across the tree while 
on a run. It lies deep within 
the ravines along a stream 
that connects to the Grand 
River behind Calder. The text 
is carved across the side in 
the bark, with the odd part 
about this discovery being
the consistency and sharpness 
throughout the message.
“It’s almost like the person 
burned the writing into the 
bark but there are no burn 
marks,” said Jacob Schacht, 
part of the discovery team. 
“The typography is much like 
some type you would find in 
(Microsoft) Word.”
Throughout the years 
since its unknown creation, 
the bark has chipped away 
and the message has worn, 
much like the story of this 
tree. Many faculty members 
and students involved with 
facilities and grounds are un­
aware of the tree’s creation, 
adding mystery to the origin.
“I was on a run back there 
two years ago with a group 
when we came across the tree,” 
Schacht said. “At the time, more 
of the message remained. Only 
one person in the group had 
ever heard about the tree. The
story was that someone, years 
ago, had committed suicide 
around this tree and the uni­
versity named the Connection 
building in this persons honor.”
Though this story seems 
plausible enough, there seems 
to be no record of a suicide in 
the ravines in GVSU’s history. 
The only episode comparable 
was a suicide in the Ravine 
Apartments in 1975. Addi­
tionally, there is an alternative 
reasoning behind the naming 
of the Connection.
“There is no connection 
between the naming of the 
building and the tree,” said 
Tim Thimmesch, head of 
GVSU facilities. “The name 
was selected from several sug­
gestions that went forward. It 
represents the value and im­
portance of connection with 
GVSU and others.”
Though the Halloween 
spirit of things seems to be
lurking around corners this 
time of year, this wonder 
seems to be another example 
of upperclassmen pulling the 
wool over underclassmens 
eyes. However, be warned, 
the true mystery behind this 
fallen tree remains a secret be­
tween GVSU and the ravines.
QUIDDITCH
CONTINUED FROM A1
will be training hard.
Alexander said the team 
would be buckling down, con­
ditioning and trying to squeeze 
in some indoor tournaments to 
keep them in shape and ready 
to go.
With spirits high and sights 
set higher, the Lakers will be 
spending the next few months 
training in the hopes they will 
claim the coveted US Quid- 
ditch World Cup.
A NIGHT OF ART:
Grand Valley State 
University student 
Chase Hasper stands 
next to his art piece for 
the student chapter of 
AIGA, The Professional 
Association for Design 
art show. The show, 
called AIGA:4, displayed 
students' artwork 
created from four 
letter words to display 
different types of 
typography. The event 
was held downtown on 
Friday night.
LAUREN LORIA
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GV releases 8th annual Accountability Report
CHANGES IN ENROLLMENT 'SO/'SS TO 13/1*4
REVIEWING THE 8TAT8: Enrollment at GVSU has increased 62.5 percent in the past 15 years. The university is experiencing the fastest growth among public univerisities in Michigan.
Board of Trustees discusses enrollment, tuition and graduation rates
BY CARLY SIMPSON
ASSOCIATE ISLANTHORN.COM
rand Valley State Uni­
versity’s annual Ac­
countability Report was 
released at the Board 
of Trustees meeting on 
Friday, Nov. 7 in Allendale. The re­
port compares GVSU’s enrollment, 
tuition costs and graduation rates, 
among other things, to other public 
universities in Michigan.
“It’s really our focus on two 
things, measuring ourselves against 
our strategic plan and also provid­
ing a transparent look we can share 
with others on this campus,” said 
GVSU President Thomas Haas.
According to the report, 97 per­
cent of students agree “moderately 
to extremely” that they would rec­
ommend GVSU to other students, 
and 93 percent are satisfied with 
academic life on campus.
The report also states that in 
fall 2014, GVSU enrolled the larg­
est number of freshmen, minor­
ity, out-of-state and international 
students in its history. Between 
fall 2013 and fall 2014, freshman 
jumped from 4,124 to 4,226; mi­
norities grew from 3,710 to 3,914; 
out of staters increased from 1,260 
to 1,384; and international stu­
dents rose from 378 to 401.
Among public universities 
in Michigan, GVSU has had the 
largest change in enrollment over
the past 15 years with 62.5 per­
cent growth. Oakland University 
follows at 56.2 percent and Sagi­
naw Valley State University grew 
by 50 percent.
“That’s a good measure of the 
relevant programs we have here at 
Grand Valley attracting really good 
students,” Haas said.
GVSU was ranked Best in Class 
Performance from Business Lead­
ers for Michigan and from the State 
of Michigan. Some of the measures 
for this recognition are retention 
and graduation rates, increase in 
Pell-eligible students and high eco­
nomic impact.
Other notes from the 2014-2015 
Accountability Report:
In fall 2014, GVSU had a re­
cord number of first-year students 
with 25,094.
GVSU’s new entering students 
have the third highest median com­
posite ACT score (24) of Michigan’s 
public universities, and 94 percent 
of entering students have a GPA of 
3.0 or higher.
The university has a 70 percent 
graduation rate, which is the third 
highest in the state among public 
universities. In addition, GVSU re­
tains 82 percent of students from 
freshman to sophomore years, 
ranking fourth.
Almost 90 percent of GVSU’s re­
cent graduates are either employed or 
in graduate school, and 86.3 percent
of them are employed in Michigan.
The average net cost per student 
at GVSU is $6,755. Tuition for the 
2014-2015 school year is $10,752 
and the average gift aid is $3,997.
GVSU had $258,047,366 in fi­
nancial aid available for the 2013- 
2014 school year.
GVSU had a $730 million eco­
nomic impact in Kent, Ottawa and 
Muskegon counties in the 2012- 
2013 fiscal year.
“As you can see we’re on the right 
path and have great momentum go­
ing forward,” Haas said.
GO TO:
www.gvsu.edu/accountability
FOR THE FULL REPORT
Campus forum focuses on
SHEDDING LI6HT: Grand Valley State University Police Chief Renee Freeman speaks to 
students at the Student Senate campus forum, which was held on Nov. 6 in the library.
BY HANNAH LENTZ
HLENTZISLANTHORN.COM
exual assault 
was the main 
theme of the 
campus forum 
held by Grand 
Valley State University’s Stu­
dent Senate on Nov. 6 in the 
Mary Idema Pew Library. 
With more than 100 students 
in attendance, individuals 
were able to bring forward 
their university concerns to 
a panel of related personnel.
The forum was based off a 
similar event hosted by Stu­
dent Senate last year that took 
on a town hall approach to 
campus-wide communication. 
This year, Senate President 
Andrew Plague requested that 
no media record the event to 
keep it an open and safe space 
for everyone in attendance.
The panelists of the night 
included Director of Public 
Safety Renee Freeman, As­
sociate Vice President for 
Affirmative Action and Title 
IX Officer Dwight Hamil­
ton, Assistant Vice Provost 
for Student Affairs Marlene 
Kowalski-Braun and Violence 
Against Women Act Grant 
Director Theresa Rowland.
The forum covered topics 
from the need for improved 
lighting on campus to gun 
rights, but the majority of the 
forum was spent discussing 
sexual assault with increased 
awareness on the matter and 
the Title IX investigation 
currently underway.
First bringing up the topic 
of sexual assault procedures 
was a group of GVSU stu­
dents who had been protest­
ing on campus before the 
forum. The group held signs 
reading statistics of sexual 
assault instances on campus, 
many of these facts relating 
to GVSU directly. The group 
of students brought up their 
concerns regarding the pun­
ishment of attackers and the 
number of sexual assault cas­
es on GVSU’s campuses.
“I don’t think there is an 
increase of crime on campus,” 
Hamilton said. “More people 
are aware of the issue and are 
coming forward with infor­
mation which is a good thing.
“In instances like this, it 
is never the victims fault re­
gardless of what they’re wear­
ing, where they’re walking or 
if they consumed alcohol. The 
responsibility is solely on the 
attacker and we want to help 
those in need to find the most 
comfortable solution. A sur­
vivor can always step away 
from the process at any time, 
but the door is always open to 
continue the process.”
Currently at GVSU, de­
pending on the type of report 
filed, students can meet with 
campus police, faculty mem­
bers, the Women’s Center
SEE FORUM ON AS
KCON to bring medicine expert to GV
BY DAVID 8PECHT
OSPECHTISLANTHORN.COM
a
 he main goal of the 
Bonnie Wesorick Cen­
ter for Health Care 
Transformation with­
in the Kirkhof College 
of Nursing at Grand Valley State 
University is to provide scholarly 
leadership that unifies interdisci­
plinary healers in the research and 
implementation work required to 
revamp practice at the point of care.
One way of achieving this trans­
formation is through the Wesorick 
Center Distinguished Lectureship,
which draws notable speakers in­
volved in the health care field to 
GVSU to share knowledge specific 
to his or her given background.
On Wednesday, Nov. 12, as the next 
installment of the lectureship series, 
the center will host Thomas Viggiano, 
a member of the Interprofessional 
Education Collaborative Expert Panel 
and professor of medicine and medical 
education at Mayo Clinic.
The presentation, “Interprofes­
sional Education & Collaborative 
Practice: Advancing Person-Cen­
tered Care,” will be held at 10 a.m. 
in the Loosemore Auditorium on 
the Pew Campus.
“The goal of the lectureship is to 
offer students, faculty, practice and 
interprofessional colleagues a ‘high 
impact’ learning opportunity to en­
gage with an interprofessional cham­
pion who exemplifies the core beliefs 
and vision of Bonnie Wesorick,” said 
Evelyn Clingerman, executive direc­
tor at the Bonnie Wesorick Center 
for Health Care Transformation. 
“Once a year we take time from our 
schedule to honor the establishment 
of the center and Bonnie’s legacy.
“This year we gave it a lot of 
thought and we really reached out 
to a discipline outside of nursing and 
to someone who is a great educator.
This gentleman is internationally re­
nowned for his work in medicine.”
Viggiano also serves as chair of 
the Association of American Medi­
cal Colleges Group on Faculty Af­
fairs and as a member of the board 
of directors for the International 
Association of Medical Science 
Educators. He has worked to de­
velop competency-based education, 
entrustable professional activities 
and overall cultural transforma­
tion - objectives that, according to 
Clingerman, align with the ideolo-
SEE KCON ON AS
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Laval: Intermediate
Fun By The 
Numbers
Like puzzles? 
Then you’ll love 
sudoku. This 
mind-bending 
puzzle will have 
you hooked from 
the moment you 
square off, so 
sharpen your 
pencil and put 
your sudoku 
savvy to the test!
Here's How It Works:
Sudoku puzzles are formatted as a 9x9 grid, broken down into nine 
3x3 boxes. To solve a sudoku, the numbers 1 through 9 must fill each 
row, column and box. Each number can appear only once in each row, 
column and box. You can figure out the order In which the numbers will 
appear by using the numeric clues already provided In the boxes. The 
more numbers you name, the easier it gets to solve the puzzlel
Across the street from Walker Fire Station Park and Plde 
4154 Lake Michigan Drive 616.453.7275
subs, soup & salads
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My trip to historic and mysterious Armenia
BY ANUSH YEPREMYAN
EDITORIALOLANTHORN.COM
was born in Ye­
revan, Armenia, 
the “country 
sheltered by 
Biblical Ararat” 
and home of Noahs Ark. It is 
a petite mountainous country
in Eurasia, in the South 
Caucasus. Its super colossal 
mountains stand still as a pass 
to a petite world of legend and 
history. Its nature is wordless; 
its pure water is endless.
When I was three years old, 
my family decided to move to 
Ukraine, leaving behind the 
Motherland, home, friends 
and relatives. What caused it? 
The late 90s were the toughest 
for Armenia because the fall 
of Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics (USSR) hit Former 
Soviet Union countries heavily 
and promptly. Armenia was not 
ready for this course of events.
It simply did not have enough 
resources to stay on its feet.
My family moved to Ukraine, 
where there were more oppor­
tunities and a better future.
Eighteen years later, my 
sister and I decided to visit 
our forgotten Motherland. We 
were so excited and ready for 
adventures! To make it even 
more adventurous, we decided 
to take a bus from Ukraine to 
Armenia instead of a plane.
So what that it will take 
almost 27 hours to get there? 
We had already been on planes 
so many times. It is time for 
new sensations. We are young; 
we can handle it. Moreover, we 
can see two other countries on 
our way: Russia and Georgia.
It was my first and last time
doing a bus tour! We had an ad­
venture we were asking for: the 
bus got lost in Russia; this is a 
true story. It was making circles 
for three and a half hours. 
Apparently, the GPS went out 
of order and, since it was dark, 
the driver could not find the 
way out. Luckily, the issue was 
solved, and we safely, slowly 
arrived to our destination.
The first thing that caught 
my eye when we got out of 
the bus was a clear outline of 
Mountain Ararat, the famed 
mountain of Noah. It was 
breathtaking. We stayed in Ye­
revan, the capital, which is one 
of the most ancient cities in 
the world. It is also called “the
rose-colored capital” since lots 
of buildings have pink-shaded 
stones. The city was very 
clean, European, crowded, and 
modem, but at the same time 
you could feel the presence of 
ancient era through its archi­
tecture.
On our first day, we rushed 
to downtown. We took a taxi.
At the second 1 turned to buckle 
up, I could not find a safety belt!
I asked the driver, but in reply,
I got hysterical laugh. “Why do 
you need it?” he asked me. At 
first, I thought he was a little bit 
loony, but then it turned out that 
the belt was hidden behind the 
seat because usually people do 
not put it on. I would not prob­
ably mind if I knew that the rides 
were not survival of the fittest!
Downtown is a pearl of 
Yerevan. It has two gowns: at 
night, the city transforms into 
the city that never sleeps. Lights 
everywhere. Singing fountains 
embellish the scene under Bo 
celli’s “Tune to Say Goodbye” 
song. I enjoyed even just sitting 
on a bench and observing oth­
ers, because everybody was so 
well dressed. I did a lot of coun­
tryside tours to see well-known 
sites. The ancient monasteries, 
nature and location blew us 
away. It was beyond beautiful.
So if you would like to 
get in touch with the history, 
definitely visit Armenia.
QUESTION OF THE ISSUE
Do you think GVSU does 
enough to recognize its 
student veterans?
CARIANNEOKOPSKI
"Probably not. I don't see anything on 
campus or on the website about it. There 
aren't really any events."
YEAR: Junior 
MAJOR: Nursing 
HOMETOWN: Canton, Mich.
MELANIE LORTS
"To be honest, I am not aware of student 
veterans. I would love to see an event about 
it. I don’t see much about it."
YEAR: Graduate
MAJOR: Hospitality 6 Tourism Management 
HOMETOWN: Lake Orion, Mich.
DARIUS HARRIS
"They do enough. They have signs and I’m sure 
everyone can see them."
YEAR: Freshman
MAJOR: Computer Engineering
HOMETOWN: Detroit, Mich.
JIYOON HA
"I haven’t really heard about on campus, but I 
have online on Twitter and Facebook."
YEAR: Freshman 
MAJOR: Biology 
HOMETOWN: Novi, Mich.
□ AN NAROWITZ
"No, given what they've done for the U.S., they 
don't offer anyting to veterans. They should 
offer something small."
YEAR: Senior
MAJOR: Biomedical Science 
HOMETOWN: Muskegon, Mich.
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GVL OPINION POLICY
The goal of the Grand Valley 
Lanthorn’s opinion page is to act 
as a forum for public discussion, 
comment and criticism in the Grand 
Valley State University community. 
Student opinions published here 
do not necessarily reflect those of 
the paper as an entity.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn aims 
to be a safe vehicle for community 
discussion. The Lanthorn will not 
publish or entertain any forms 
of hate speech, but will not 
discriminate against any other 
views, opinions or beliefs. The 
content, information and views 
expressed are not approved by nor 
necessarily represent those of the 
university, its Board of Trustees, 
officers, faculty or staff.
Reader submissions on the 
opinion page appear as space 
permits, and are reserved for 
letters to the editor only, all 
other reader-generated content
can be submitted to the Grand 
Valley Lanthorn’s YourSpace 
page by emailing community® 
lanthorn.com.
Letters to the editor should 
include the author's full name 
and relevant title along with a 
valid email and phone number 
for confirming the identity of 
the author. Letters should be 
approximately 500-650 words 
in length, and are not edited 
by the staff of the Grand Valley 
Lanthorn outside of technical 
errors for clarity.
To make a submission, email 
at editorial@lanthorn.com or by 
dropping off your submission in 
person at:
0051KIRKH0F CENTER 
6RAN0 VALLEY STATE 
UNIVERSITY 
ALLENDALE, MI 49401 
816-828-8278
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EDITORIAL
Recognize veterans
With Veterans Day conning up, the GV community should 
take the time to thank those that served in the military
a
n recent years, the number 
of student veterans on 
college campuses has been 
growing. According to the 
Department of Veterans 
Affairs, in 2009, there were approxi­
mately 500,000 student veterans receiv­
ing education benefits. In 2013, there 
were over one million. In addition, this 
number is estimated to increase by 20 
percent in the next few years.
These students deal with the every­
day stresses of college while also tran­
sitioning from military to civilian life. 
Some have seen combat and are dealing 
with post-traumatic stress disorder. 
Many say they feel alone.
A report released by the National 
Survey of Student Engagement found 
that first-year noncombat veterans were 
less engaged with faculty, and first-year 
combat veterans perceived less campus 
support than nonveterans.
Many student veterans also have a hard 
time relating to other students due to their
military experiences, and because of differ­
ing ages and family commitments.
Characteristics of student veterans:
- 73 to 80 percent are male; 21 to 27 
percent are female
- Only 15 percent are tradition­
ally-aged college students. Most are 
between the ages of 24 and 40
- 47 percent have children and 47.3 
percent are married
- 62 percent are first-generation students
With Veterans Day coming up on
Tuesday, Nov. 11, Grand Valley State 
University athletics and WGVU Engage 
joined together to host the second an­
nual Heroes Day at the Kelly Family 
Sports Center on Nov. 8. The event hon­
ored veterans and first responders, and 
several organizations were present to 
provide information regarding available 
resources for veterans and their families.
GVSU will also be hosting a Veter­
ans Day Breakfast on Nov. 11, which 
will include a sculpture dedication.
The sculpture, created by Edward
Byrd, is in honor of Grand Rapids na­
tive Dennis Lobbezoo who was killed 
in the Vietnam War. The sculpture will 
be placed in the lobby outside of the 
Steelcase Library in the DeVos Center.
We at the Lanthorn would also like to 
express our sincere appreciation to our 
student veterans and to all of the men and 
women who serve our country. There are 
no words that can adequately thank you 
enough, but we will try to list a few.
Thank you for leaving your friends 
and family to protect our country. Thank 
you for dealing with our ignorance about 
your experiences and hardships. Thank 
you for your courage. Thank you for the 
late nights spent on watch. Thank you 
for the early mornings spent in training. 
Thank you for putting your lives at risk, 
for putting others’ safety above your own. 
Thank you for your commitment to our 
country. Thank you for the peace of mind 
your service gives the rest of Americans.
Thank you, truly, for your service 
and all of the sacrifices you have made.
Revitalizing general education classes
BY MACKENZIE BUSH
iOITORlALOLANTHORN.COM *
O
m currently tak­
ing my third and 
final semester 
of Spanish here 
at Grand Valley 
State University. Here’s the 
thing: I can’t really speak Span­
ish. I’m never going to pursue 
it further. And frankly, I hate it 
I’ve known my brain isn’t really 
capable of learning another 
language since high school.
However, I had to take 
three years of it to gradu­
ate with my B.A. in Writing.
So I’ve coasted, complained, 
cried a little and spent a lot of 
money, in the name of obtain­
ing knowledge that I know I 
won’t retain.
This is not to say that I think 
interdisciplinary learning isn’t 
vital to personal development;
I wouldn’t have come to Grand 
Valley if I thought this were 
the case. I know that I never 
would have decided to minor 
in Women and Gender Studies 
if I hadn’t taken its intro class 
to fulfill a requirement, and I 
would have missed out on a ton 
of other information without 
these classes as well.
I just wonder if the current 
structure that Grand Valley has 
in place is the best it can be.
I think, with the way that the 
current system is structured, 
general education requirements 
are seen as a chore, something 
that students are forced to sit
through in order to graduate. 
Because the categories are so 
rigid, many students are stuck 
in classes they never would 
have picked for themselves, and 
either struggle or sit bored in 
the back of the room.
Perhaps it would be more 
constructive for students to 
be required to take a certain 
number of classes outside of 
their major or minor out of a 
list of certain disciplines. For 
example, you would need 50 
credits outside of your major 
or minor to graduate, out of at 
least 10 different subject areas.
This method would keep 
intact the current system that 
makes sure that Grand Valley 
produces diverse, interesting 
human beings, but also keeps 
students more engaged in 
their education. Rather than 
simply picking a class off of an 
assigned list because it sounds 
easy, students would have a
bigger opportunity to person­
alize their education. They 
could explore without neces­
sarily needing to take more 
than four years to graduate.
This would also allow 
students to avoid a few subjects 
that they already know they 
won’t take anything away from. 
Although I sat through my math 
class and turned in the work,
I can’t say it had any positive 
impact on me whatsoever. How­
ever, when I chose my Family 
and the Developing World or 
Intro to Women and Gender 
Studies class, I knew that I would 
be engaged with them, and 
therefore learn a great deal.
I’m glad I had to take many 
general education classes be­
fore I went out into the world.
I think they’ve made me a lot 
more interesting. But I think, 
maybe, with some tweaking, 
more students could begin to 
feel that way, too.
I ♦ ♦ i*
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New anthropology faculty member studies primates
BY 6ABRIELLA PATTI
GPATTlOILANTH0RN.COM
Q
hristopher Shaffer has 
known that he wanted 
to be an anthropolo­
gist since he was a kid. 
He spent the major­
ity of his days outdoors, on family 
trips or hiking and backpacking 
with his brother.
“I had a chance to go to the Ama­
zon rainforest with my parents, and 
that is when I knew that I wanted to 
get back to the rainforest,” he said.
Shaffer is new to Grand Valley State 
University’s anthropology department 
as of this August. He is a biological an­
thropologist and is currently teaching 
ANT 206: Human Origins.
“One of the reasons that I came 
here and accepted this position is 
Grand Valleys emphasis on teaching,” 
Shaffer said. “I have a really active re­
search program, but teaching is really 
my favorite thing to do.”
Shaffer said he has been able to 
brainstorm with other faculty about 
new ways of teaching and that GVSU 
is a wonderful place for someone who 
wants to teach.
Shaffer came to GVSU from the 
University of Missouri St. Louis,
but before that, he was conducting 
research in Guyana, a small South 
American country north of Brazil.
Shaffers main body of research 
is studying how primates, including 
humans, get their food. He said that 
through his research he has learned a 
lot about modem Western culture.
“I think my research has changed 
the way that I view food and our rela­
tionship with food, so that is what I do 
in my culture and environment class,” 
Shaffer said. “The way we get food has 
so many enormous impacts on many 
aspects of our culture that we don’t 
necessarily think about.
“I think the main thing is to start to 
explore more in our own society how 
food affects things, not just health, but 
deeper aspects of our society.”
Shaffer is currently working 
with the Wai Wai people, found in 
a remote part of southern .Guyana 
that is mostly rainforest.
He said that he woidd like to 
form a field school studying pri­
mate behavior and ecology in Guy­
ana and teach students there.
The idea came from a visit to a 
field school in Nicaragua, he said, 
which became a springboard for 
doing research there.
“(Field schools) are super useful,
.J
I
ON THE HUNT: Christopher Shaffer, a Grand Valley State University professor of anthropology, demonstrates 
how to use a hunting bow during the Paleolympics. Shaffer began teaching at GVSU this year in August.
not just for people in anthropology 
but for people in biology, ecology and 
even people who go into other disci­
plines,” Shaffer said.
Shaffer has countless stories 
and experiences, including one 
about being attacked by a jaguar in 
Guyana while doing research. His 
office is decked out with bows, ar­
rows, skulls and even a replica of a
shrunken head, which is often mis­
taken for being real.
“I don’t mind people thinking it’s 
real because it brings people in the 
door,” Shaffer said. “It’s a great conver­
sation piece when we are trying to get 
people excited about anthropology.”
Shaffer said he loves his job and 
that students tell him he’s delusional 
about his excitement for anthropol­
ogy. Shaffer added that anthropology 
is never boring because of the ability 
one has to explore.
“If you get bored, you can ask a 
question that no one has ever asked 
before and then go out and answer it 
through research,” he said.
Shaffer will be teaching several 
courses in the anthropology depart­
ment during the winter 2015 semester.
Spotlight on Santo “ ' _ showcases Latin American culture
BY OUANE EMERY
DEMERYOILANTHORN.COM
O
eginning Nov. 11, Grand 
Valley State University is 
launching Spotlight on 
Santo Domingo, a 10- 
day celebration of the 
Dominican Republic. This series of 
events is meant to introduce students 
to the history, music and literature in 
Dominican culture.
The event will kick off with 
a showing of “Road To The Big 
Leagues,” a documentary about the 
journeys of Dominican men seeking 
major league stardom.
“Twenty percent of MLB players 
are from the Dominican Republic, 
some with the Detroit Tigers,” said 
Rebeca Castellanos, assistant pro­
fessor of Spanish and one of the
event’s organizers.
The spotlight event covers a 
much greater scope than sports, 
however. Numerous speakers have 
been brought in to give a wide 
scope of Dominican culture.
“We have performances, talks, 
readings; there’s something for ev­
eryone. The films reflect that too,” 
Castellanos said.
One speaker, Ginetta Candelario, 
is giving a lecture called “One Hun­
dred Years of Dominican Feminism.”
“In theory, women in the Do­
minican Republic have the same 
rights as men,” said Medar Serra- 
ta, associate professor of Spanish 
who is also organizing the event. 
“Women still have to struggle 
against machismo. They don’t get 
paid the same.”
For the musically inclined, stu­
dents can go see a performance by 
hip-hop and spoken 
word artists Hache ST 
and Cambio.
“Both are very good 
writers, the rapper talks 
about political issues 
and social justice,” Cas­
tellanos said.
Students wishing to 
participate in a taste 
of Dominican culture 
can attend the Bachata 
dance workshop.
“Bachata is as pop­
ular now as salsa in 
the 70s,” Serrata said.
“It’s easier than salsa, so students 
will love it.
Perhaps the event that hits clos­
“We want these 
events at Grand 
Valley so people 
have a chance to 
experience those 
cultures.”
MEDAR SERRATA
ASSOCIATE
PROFESSOR
est to home is the student panel 
discussion “Studying and Serv­
ing the Community 
in the Dominican 
Republic,” in which 
GVSU students who 
went to the country in 
2013 will talk about 
their experiences as 
they volunteered in 
the community.
“Our students 
helped build a place 
for kids to receive an 
education,” Castella­
nos said. “Some of our 
students have never 
seen poverty up close. 
That opened their eyes. It was a 
transformative experience.”
Serrata said one thing the vol­
unteers learned was that even peo­
ple who don’t have much can smile, 
which according to both professors 
is a signature characteristic of Do­
minican people.
Both professors also said they 
hope these events foster a better 
appreciation for Latin American 
culture, and inspire students to 
consider the Dominican Republic 
as a study abroad option. The study 
abroad program runs for six weeks 
starting in May with an application 
deadline of Feb. 1,2015.
“The Dominican Republic is 
only one out of many Hispanic 
cultures. We want these events 
at Grand Valley so people have a 
chance to experience those cul­
tures,” Serrata said.
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or anyone they feel comfort­
able disclosing information 
to. From there, it is up to the 
victim whether or not police 
charges or an investigation 
will be held. Upon further 
discussion, the definition 
of sexual assault itself was 
brought up by Hamilton.
“The actual definition of 
sexual assault through Grand 
Valley is broad, and that is one
of the things we are looking at 
so that we can make clear the 
definition of sexual assault,” 
he said. “Currently, we are un­
der full cooperation in regard 
to the Title IX investigation.”
Additionally, the concern 
regarding timely safety alerts 
for GVSU students was ad­
dressed. With an increase in 
notifications being sent out, 
students wondered if notifi­
cations were currently being 
sent out in the most efficient 
way possible.
“The Grand Valley Po­
lice Department strives to 
provide accurate and timely 
information,” Freeman said. 
“Emergency notifications are 
instant. Timely warnings are 
issued as soon as we are made 
aware of the situation and 
once it is deemed accurate.”
Those wishing for addi­
tional information regarding 
any of the topics addressed at 
the forum can contact panel­
ists in attendance as well as 
Student Senate officers.
KC0N
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gy at the Wesorick Center for 
Health Care Transformation.
“Our real goal is that peo­
ple will graduate being highly 
prepared to act out the role of 
an interprofessional collabor­
ative partner on a healthcare 
team such that they come 
with the qualities and charac­
teristics that are needed to do 
this work,” Clingerman said. 
“It really means that health­
care professionals come to­
gether, not just to work as a 
team, but to learn with, from 
and about one another.
“We learn about how it is 
to work with someone with 
a scope of practice that is 
different from our own and 
to learn to deliver the high­
est quality care we can offer 
patients today.”
Clingerman believes that 
those who attend the lecture 
will take away a sense of ap­
preciation both for Viggiano 
and for themselves as future 
healthcare providers. “Many 
of them will take away some
real gems; some real pearls of 
wisdom,” she said. “Viggiano 
has an excellent vision of intra 
education in healthcare.
“His vision and his ex­
tensive background in edu­
cation and medicine really 
brought him to the top of the 
list. We all have something 
we can learn, and he is clear­
ly a great educator.” While 
the lecture is free to attend, 
seating for the event is limit­
ed. For more information or 
to reserve seats, visit www. 
gvsu.edu/wesorick or call 
(616) 331-7184.
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Part of the reason I chose 
Wayne Law was because of the 
atmosphere. The students and 
faculty come together to form 
a close-knit community, where 
everyone works together to
ensure success. 55
Kristin Sage
Second-year Wayne Law 
student
Class of 2012, Grand Valley 
State University
V/AYNE STATE
TALK WITH OUR DEAN:
"Why Law School? Why Wayne?"
jocelyn Benson, Dean, Wayne Law
Monday, Nov. 1 7 
9 to 10 p.m.
Room 2201 
Kirkhof Center
Law School
FREE online application: 
law.wayne.edu/apply
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ECLECTIC EVENING AT 
THE PYRAMID SCHEME
The Pyramid Scheme is 
definitely known for hosting 
a variety of acts - everything 
from hip-hop legend Wu-Tang 
to indie rock gem Pinback - but 
rarely does such an array take 
the stage in the same evening 
as one another. The musically 
diverse evening, which kicks 
off Tuesday in downtown Grand 
Rapids at 7 p.m., will be head­
lined by Oxford-based math rock 
trio TTNG (previously known as 
This Town Needs Guns). Also 
on the ticket is folk singer- 
songwriter Emma Ruth Rundle, 
as well as Michigan-made indie/ 
post rock crew Moses. Tickets 
for the all-ages show are $12 
in advance and $1*4 at the door. 
For more about the event or to 
purchase tickets, visit pyramid- 
schemebar.com.
THE THUGGISH RU66ISH BONE
In 1993, West Coast rapper 
Eazy-E signed a five-man rap 
collective out of Cleveland to 
Ruthless Records. Since the 
moment the group put out their 
first single, “Thuggish Ruggish 
Bone," from their debut EP 
“Creepin on ah Come Up," Bone 
Thugs-n-Harmony has been 
a household name within the 
realm of American hip-hop. Over 
the last 20 years, the group has 
dropped nine albums and head­
lined countless tours. Their next 
stop - The Intersection in Grand 
Rapids. Thursday’s tour stop, 
which begins at 7:30 p.m., also 
features a handful of smaller 
hip-hop acts including AO and 
Almost Kings. It’s likely that the 
headlining quintet, known for 
their fast-paced delivery, will 
bring plenty of classics such as 
“Look Into My Eyes," “1st of tha 
Month" and “Foe tha Love of $." 
Tickets for the performance are 
$30 and are available at sec- 
tionlive.com.
V
BY AUORA GAMBLE
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or most, going to an 
opera is not on the top 
of their to-do list. Even 
more so, its highly un­
likely that a college stu­
dent is going to want to spend their 
weekend going to see an opera writ­
ten over 200 years ago. However, the 
Grand Valley State University theater 
and opera students managed to en­
tertain a packed house on Nov. 8 with 
their rendition of Wolfgang Amadeus 
Mozarts “The Magic Flute.”
The GVSU students joined up 
with dancers from the Grand Rapids 
Ballet School Junior Company to cre­
ate a colorful and lively rendition of 
the well-known opera.
The opera, in its simplest form, is 
a love story, focusing on two couples 
and their path to a happily-ever-after.
The performance occurred at the 
Grand Rapids Ballet Peter Martin 
Wege Theatre and featured a nine- 
piece live orchestra.
While the performance space was 
rather cramped, the members of the 
production utilized the area extraor­
dinarily well, using the wings of the 
theater as well as performing from the 
back of the audience. The audience 
was left wondering where the actors 
would come from next, and the inter­
action with the audience added a great 
deal to the performance.
The star of the show was clearly the 
bird-like hooligan, Papageno, played 
by GVSU student Graham Smith. 
Smiths performance of the trouble­
maker stole the show, even outshining 
a GVSU vocal performance faculty 
member who joined the cast. Smith 
captured the audience with his spot- 
on physical comedy and over-the-top 
emotions, along with his vocal talent.
As a whole, the production was en­
tertaining and well done. The cast did 
a commendable job of enunciating, 
allowing the audience to easily under­
stand a fairly complex plot.
Additionally, there were a few ab­
solutely beautiful arias performed by 
the lead females in the cast.
The intimate live orchestra was a 
great addition to the production, and 
the directors interaction with the cast 
was well-placed and entertaining.
However, some of the members 
of the cast would have done well to 
project their voices louder over the 
volume of the instrumentalists. With 
such a small performance venue, 
there was no need for the audience to 
have to strain their ears to catch cer­
tain phrases of dialogue.
The GVSU cast benefitted greatly 
from the partnership with the Grand 
Rapids Ballet, as the dancers en-
ENCORE: GVSU’s Devin Clark and Katie Tamayo in “The Magic Flute."
hanced the performance to the next 
level. Additionally, the Grand Rap­
ids Ballet provided some absolutely 
stunning headpieces and puppetry 
for the cast to use. These elements 
added a large amount of color and 
movement to the production.
While the production was well 
done, there were small elements that 
detracted from the overall effect of 
the opera and were slight remind­
ers to the audience that this was a 
college-level production.
For example, while the costumes 
were excellent for the most part, some 
characters had modern pants and 
skirts on. These elements looked very
out of place when juxtaposed with the 
fabulous costuming of the majority of 
the cast. In addition, the louder-than- 
normal scene changes were slightly 
distracting as well.
As a whole, however, the produc­
tion was well thought out, and a solid 
choice for the resources available to 
the theater company. While there 
were a few elements that felt out of 
place, they only felt out of place be­
cause of the high quality of the pro­
duction in its entirety. “The Magic 
Flute” was a grand feat for the GVSU 
students to attempt to pull off. They 
did so admirably and kept the audi­
ence laughing in the process.
Five GV seniors find their ‘Existence’ in the dance studio
ON ITAQIi Members of GVSU’s dance program put in countless hours to complete their 
programs as well as to assist others in their senior showcases required to graduate.
BY 8HELBY PEND0W8KI
SPENDOWSKIOLANTHORN.COM
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or the past four years, Grand Valley State 
University seniors Dan Wentworth, Au­
drey Holt, Charlie Clark, Shelby Cham­
bers and Shelby Gigliotti have immersed 
themselves in the world of dance. After 
countless hours spent rehearsing in the 
GVSU Performing Arts Center, late nights memorizing 
routines and dedicating the majority of their time to 
their degrees, dance has become their existence.
“For us, dance is our true form,” Chambers said. 
“It is where we like to exist the most, and it is where 
we are most comfortable. Dance is just our favorite 
state of being.”
As a requirement to graduate, seniors 
in the dance department must construct a 
showcase displaying their talents and all the 
knowledge they have acquired over the years.
The journey to opening night began with 
open auditions. Once each of the seniors se­
lected their dancers, each began to work on 
their individual pieces and solos.
“I remember freshman year being in ev­
eryone else’s (recitals) and not even thinking 
about mine yet,” Holt said. “I just think back 
to the dancer I was as a freshman and I was so 
less developed than I am now.”
Preparing the showcase didn’t only in­
clude choreographing individual and solo 
pieces, but much more.
“It isn’t just about the piece, but it is also 
like ‘where are we going to set up the chairs 
and where are we going to have the banquet 
and who’s going to film it and who’s pay­
ing for it’ and the list just goes on and on,” 
Wentworth said.
For each of their pieces the seniors de­
signed everything - costumes, choreography, 
their dancer’s appearances and the set design. 
The senior showcase as a capstone is designed 
to test the student’s knowledge of the dance 
field, not just their performance skills.
Those expecting a classical-style dance 
recital will instead witness the art of dance, 
the seniors said.
“If you don’t like dance and you don’t like 
art, I think that is just because you are not 
opening yourself up to something else,” Clark
said. “Every time you watch art or you watch 
a dance it should inspire you to think about 
something else rather than just staying in the 
same box that is your own world.
“We create these pieces so that people 
can interpret them in different ways, and 
so that they can reach down into their 
own emotions.”
The emotions, skills and visions of these 
five individuals will take the stage during 
the weekend of the showcase. Each of their 
minds will be buzzing with different thoughts 
as they enter and exit the stage.
“When I walk off (the stage), I am like ‘it’s 
done,”’ Gigliotti said. “It is like after all of that, 
that little moment is done.”
And the journey of this group has been 
compiled into moments - moments of 
hard work, moments of stress, moments 
of achievement and moments of happi­
ness. As they step into the spotlight for 
their capstone performances, each will 
take in another moment together - a mo­
ment of commencement.
The showcase will take place Nov. 14 and 
15 at 7 p.m. in the PAC. Admission is free, 
but all donations will be used toward offset­
ting the cost of the show. The weekend will 
conclude with a small banquet following the 
Nov. 15 performance.
“My emotions, more than bitter sweet, 
are surreal,” Charlie “I can’t believe that we 
are here.”
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Opera review: GV’s “The Magic 
Flute” leaves audience laughing
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GV8U KEEPS PACE IN 
OPENER AT VALPARAISO
The Grand Valley State 
University men’s basketball 
team got off to an impressive 
start to the 201*4-15 cam­
paign with a strong showing 
in a 60-52 exhibition loss 
Thursday night at Division I 
Valparaiso University.
After Valparaiso took a 
slim 23-20 lead into halftime, 
the second half saw six ties 
and nine lead changes.
GVSU took a 36-25 lead 
with 10 minutes left, but 
Valpo went on a run and took 
the lead for good. A Ryan 
Sabin 3-pointer with 5:53 left 
brought GVSU to within five 
points, but Valpo pulled away 
down the stretch.
Sabin, Darren Kapustka 
and Ricky Carbajal led the of­
fensive charge, notching 13,
11 and 10 points, respective­
ly. Sabin turned in a double­
double, adding a game-high
10 rebounds.
GVSU OFFENSE COMES 
ALIVE IN 1-0-1 WEEKEND
A pair of ACHA Division
11 powerhouse teams col­
lided at Georgetown Ice 
Center over the weekend as 
Grand Valley State University 
hosted Lindenwood Univer­
sity in back-to-back games. 
The teams began the week­
end with the top two records 
in the Central Division.
The Lakers got off to 
a slow start in game one, 
falling behind *4-1. The tides 
quickly turned, however, and 
GVSU put up five consecutive 
goals to storm back in a 6-*4 
victory on Friday night.
The encore was a similar 
high-scoring affair, but ended 
in a 5-5 tie. Troy Marrett led 
the way for GVSU with two as­
sists and a third-period goal.
The weekend action puts 
GVSU at 12-2-0-1 this season.
GLIAC STANDINGS
FOOTBALL
Ferris St. 9-0
MTU 8-1
00U 8-1
Ashland 8-2
Wayne State 5-*4
GVSU 5-*4
Findlay *4-5
Tiffin *4-5
Hillsdale *4-5
Lake Erie 3-6
Northwood 3-6
Walsh 3-6
SVSU 2-7
NMU 1-8
Malone 1-8
SOCCER
»2 GVSU 10-1-1
»1 ODU 10-1-1
»*4 SVSU 8-2-2
#3 MTU 8-2-2
#5 Ashland 7-5
#6 Walsh 5-*4-3
#7 Ferris St. 5-6-1
»8 NMU 5-7
Findlay 3-6-3
Lake Erie 3-7-2
Northwood 3-8-1
Malone 2-10
Tiffin 1-11
VOLLEYBALL
»1 GVSU 17-1
#2 Ferris St. 17-1
#3 Findlay 15-3
»*4 NMU l*4-*4
#5 SVSU 12-6
“6 Malone 11-7
*7 Hillsdale 10-8
«B 00U 10-8
Ashland 10-8
MTU 8-10
Tiffin 6-12
Wayne St. 8-12
Northwood 3-1*4
Walsh 3-15
LSSU 1-18
Lake Erie 0-18
SPORTS
A
. not 6, not 7
SUPER SUB: Katie Bounds (No. 6) competes during a recent match. Bounds scored both of GVSU’s goals in the GLIAC Tournament championship 
game Sunday at Ohio Oomininican. The Lakers won their eighth straight tournament title, improving their all-time record to 18-0-1 in the event.
GV outlasts ODU for 8th straight GLIAC Tournament crown
BY ADAM KNORR
ASSISTANTSPORTSH3ILANTHORN.COM
n Oct. 17, Ohio Domin- 
_ ican University topped
|| Grand Valley State Uni­
versity 1-0 in Allendale. 
The two squads ran the 
table the rest of the way, finishing in a 
tie for first place.
With the head-to-head win, No. 
23 ODU earned the number-one 
seed in the GLIAC Tournament. For a 
moment, it seemed as though No. 11 
GVSU was teetering atop its roost on 
top of the conference.
On Sunday, the teams met again
in the GLIAC Tournament cham­
pionship game. GVSU, the reign­
ing national champion, won 2-1 to 
reestablish its dominance atop the 
GLIAC and win its eighth consecu­
tive conference tournament.
“We played really well in the first 
45 minutes,” said GVSU head coach 
Jeff Hosier. “In the second half we 
played really hard too. It was a dif­
ficult environment to play in and a 
rowdy crowd. Our composure was 
certainly tested today.”
The first half proved to be the Katie 
Bounds show for GVSU. The super­
sub opened the scoring in the 30th
minute thanks to a well-executed set 
piece from senior defender Kaely 
Schlosser. Schlosser started the play 
with a free-kick through ball to Marti 
Corby. Corby dished off to Bounds, 
who touched it past ODU goalkeeper 
Laura Clark and into the net.
Less than eight minutes later, 
Bounds struck again. The speedster 
took a blast from just above the box, 
rifling a shot into the top shelf for her 
second tally of the game.
ODU wouldn’t quit The Panthers 
kept pushing, and, with 15 minutes to 
go in the match, the pressure paid off. 
GLIAC Freshman of the Year Ashley
Blake - a forward with Bounds-like 
speed - scored a Bounds-like goal. 
Blake picked out the top, beating Lak­
er netminder Andrea Strauss to cut 
GVSU’s lead in half.
ODU’s sense of urgency height­
ened, and the crowd picked up on 
it. The last 15 minutes were played 
with the utmost intensity, but GV­
SU’s experienced defense kept its 
composure and kept ODU off the 
scoreboard for the duration.
“We played the whole game 
with a chip on our shoulder,”
. .. . ; .. . I 1. ■ Ini. Ut,C
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Twice as nice
GV repeats as GLIAC champion
BY JAY BUSHEN
SPOR TSHSLANTHORN.COM
t’s better to be lucky than good, but - as the 
Grand Valley State volleyball team experi­
enced over the weekend - it’s best to be both.
Six seniors led the way at Fieldhouse 
Arena on Saturday, as No. 17 GVSU 
swept Wayne State University (25-19, 25-15, 25-5) to 
secure its second regular season GLIAC champion­
ship in as many years.
“For this group, as freshman they came in and strug­
gled,” said GVSU coach Deanne Scanlon. “In my 20 years 
being here, it was the worst record we’ve ever had. These 
kids stuck together, they believed and they persevered 
through a lot in the last four years.”
There was plenty of good to go around for GVSU’s se­
niors; outside hitter Abby Aiken, libero Christina Canepa, 
setter Clair Ruhenkamp, middle blocker Ally Simmons, 
setter Kaitlyn Wolters and outside hitter Kourtney Wolters; 
against the Warriors on Senior Day.
The Laker attack posted a season-best hitting percent­
age (.326) against Wfoyne State, and started off hot in all
HOPS: GVSU senior setter Kaitlyn Wolters meets a Wayne State player at the net. The 
SEE VOLLEYBALL ON AB Lakers swept the Warriors to earn a share of the regular season GLIAC championship.
Laker runners sweep GLIAC championships for 13th straight year
Peterson, Winchester lead the 
way for Baltes’ Lakers in Ohio
PACINO THE PACK: The Grand Valley State University cross country 
teams brought home both GLIAC titles for the 13th straight season.
BY KATE NUYEN
KNUYENHSLANTH0RN.COM
he Grand Valley State 
University cross coun­
try teams claimed both 
GLIAC championships 
at Tiffin University 
over the weekend.
The GVSU women have now won 
the GLIAC crown for 14 straight years, 
while the men have reigned supreme 
for 13 years in a row. Despite the re­
cent history of success, GVSU senior 
Allyson Winchester said the win 
wasn’t a given.
“A lot of people assume that we are 
going to win, but anything can happen 
because things change,” Winchester 
said. “This win is still very cherished.”
The Laker women scored 21
points, which is the lowest score 
since 2010. The team took each of 
the top four places in the race, led 
by sophomore Kendra Foley. Foley 
crossed the finish line with a time 
of 20:31.8, and was followed closely 
behind by Winchester.
“My goal was to stick with my 
teammates during the race,” Win­
chester said. “1 really would have 
liked to win it since it was my last 
conference meet.”
Jessica Janecke took third 
(20:44.5) and Hannah Osborn came 
in fourth (20:46.4).
It was not only a big day for the 
No. 1 GVSU women as a team, but 
also individually. Foley was named the
SEE XC ON AB
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Finishing the season out on top
HOME ADVANTAGE: GVSU senior quarterback Heath Parling runs with the ball during the game last weekend. The Lakers played their last home game of the season against Tiffin Uni­
versity and earned a decisive victory with a score of 42-7, despite their record for the season. The Lakers will play in the Battle of the Valleys game next weekend at SVSU’s campus.
Parling, Lakers trounce Tiffin in last game at Lubbers
BY JAY BU8HEN
SPORTSOLANTHORN.COM
rand Valley 
State quarter­
back Heath Par­
ling stepped up 
in the pocket, 
took one look down field and 
saw nothing but green.
“I scrambled out left, and I 
thought there was a guy right 
behind me, so I was like oh 
man I’ve got to run faster,1” Par­
ling said. “So maybe that’s how 
I got the jets going - I greased 
up the knee brace a little bit be­
fore the game - and when I saw 
the corner I was like Tm going
to dive in. I’ve never done this 
before at Grand Valley.’1”
With nothing but pride to 
play for, the senior gambled. 
He sprinted to the corner, 
vaulted toward the pylon - 
and broke the plane.
Parlings 22-yard score was 
one of many memories made 
by GVSUs 17-member senior 
class Saturday night, as the 
Lakers made the most of their 
home finale with a convincing 
victory over Tiffin University.
For GVSU coach Matt 
Mitchell, the win showcased 
the passion and competitive 
nature of his players despite 
their 5-5 record this fall.
“I understand our record 
isn’t what we thought our re­
cord was going to be, but that 
doesn’t matter if you’re a com­
petitive kid,” Mitchell said. “You 
want to go out and play.
“I know the type of kids 
we have in our program. They 
weren’t going to not go out and 
compete because of the record. 
The whole thing about where 
our season’s at, where were at, 
all that - I get that, but these 
kids still like to play football 
and they’re competitive people 
and they want to go out and 
perform well. They’re going to 
do that every single Saturday.”
Saturday’s contest was all
in love uMtfi the
Lantho
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GVSU from the get-go. The 
Laker defense kept Tiffin 
off the board until the 10:18 
mark in the fourth quar­
ter, while the GVSU offense 
capped each of its first four 
drives with touchdowns.
Parling com­
pleted 17-of-32 
passes for 254 
yards and four 
touchdowns 
through the air, 
adding a pair 
of scores on the 
ground, while 
a pair erf GVSU 
running backs 
eclipsed the 100- 
yard rushing 
mark in the same 
game for the first 
time since 2012.
Senior Chris 
Robinson had 27 carries for 
126 yards to go with a receiving 
touchdown, while sophomore 
Terrell Dorsey had 17 carries
“...our record isn’t 
what we thought 
our record was 
going to be, but
that doesn't.
matter if you're a 
competitive kid."
MATT MITCHELL
HEAD COACH
for 109 yards.
The Laker offense easily 
outpaced Tiffin in total yards 
(572 to 236), first downs (34 
to 11) and time of possession 
(39:59 to 20:01).
“We were opportunistic 
with our of­
fensive drives,” 
Mitchell said. “I 
thought we put 
some drives to­
gether, were able 
to run the ball, 
throw the ball 
and, defensively, 
we did a good 
job. That quar­
terback’s explo­
sive, he’s a good 
player.”
Tiffin quar­
terback An­
tonio Pipkin 
entered the game as the 
GLIAC’s top passer, but the 
Laker defense found ways 
to limit him all night long.
Pipkin completed 15-of-28 
throws for just 140 yards and 
one touchdown.
GVSU senior Deonte Hurst 
led the Laker defense with 
10 total tackles, while junior 
defensive end Matt Judon re­
corded four stops,' including 
two for loss and a sack.
Judon said the team refused 
to dwell on last week’s loss to 
Ashland University.
You’ve just got to get over it,” 
Judon said. “You’ve got to learn 
from the film and get better. 
When the clock hits 0:00, that 
game’s over. There’s nothing 
more you can do, unless some­
body invented a time machine 
- and I haven’t heard of it - so 
unless they have, you’ve just got 
to put it past you.”
GVSU (5-5, 5-4 GLIAC) 
closes out the regular season 
on Saturday in the Battle of the 
Valleys game at Saginaw Valley 
State (2-8,2-7 GLIAC).
SOCCER
CONTINUED FROM A7
Bounds said. “We played re­
ally hard the last 15 minutes.”
Three yellow cards were 
handed out in a span of six 
minutes near the end of the 
game. ODU’s Broegan Saut­
ter and Jordan Mazzi were 
both booked, in addition to 
GVSU s Gabbie Guibord.
Hosier chalked it up to ag­
gression and a desire to win 
from both sides, noting that 
the bookings came as a result 
of late-game, hard-nosed play.
With the win, GVSU im­
proved to a near-perfect 18- 
0-1 in GLIAC Tournament 
play. The victory also gave 
the Lakers their eight con­
secutive GLIAC Tournament 
title, effectively squelching 
any doubts about their con­
ference supremacy.
“I know I was (hoping to 
play ODU again),” Strauss 
said. “I heard some girls make 
that comment too, wanting to 
play them again and get re­
venge. Last time didn’t leave 
everybody with the best feel­
ing - we wanted to show them 
that GVSU is still here.
“We wanted to make a 
statement that we were the 
better team, especially on 
their field.”
GVSU outshot ODU 12-7, 
putting just four on target to 
the Panthers’ three. Strauss 
and Clark each made two 
saves - one of Strauss’s com­
ing in the waning minutes of 
the second half.
The Lakers earned an au­
tomatic qualifying bid to the 
NCAA Tournament by win­
ning the GLIAC Tournament.
GVSU will learn its oppo­
nent and game location dur­
ing Monday’s selection show, 
which takes place at 7 p.m.
VOLLEYBALL
CONTINUED FROM A7
three frames. GVSU raced out 
to leads of 7-0, 8-0 and 7-1 in 
the match, respectively.
“We have a good feel, our 
offense is getting there,” Aiken 
said. “We finally have a flow, 
which we’ve been working 
on and we had a great week 
of practice. Hopefully we can 
keep going, keep rolling.”
The 2013 GLIAC Vol­
leyball Athlete of the Year 
led the way with a double­
double, 11 digs and 10 kills, 
while Kaitlyn Wolters paced 
the Laker offense with a 
match-high 28 assists.
GVSUs defense perfor­
mance was just as impressive. 
The team tallied a season-best 
13 blocks and limited the War­
riors to a -.028 hitting-percent- 
age clip. Simmons came up 
with a match-high six block as­
sists, while Canepa led all play­
ers with 16 digs.
“This week of practice 
was the most fun we’ve ever 
had together in the last four 
years,” Simmons said. "This 
week was awesome. The ener­
gy was there completely and 
today that carried over.”
With a little bit of luck, the 
team’s positive energy was lift­
ed even further on Sunday.
Since No. 22 FSU and No.
17 GVSU shared the regular 
season crown and split their 
season series, the top seed in 
the GLIAC Tournament was 
decided by a coin flip. The 
Lakers won the toss, mean­
ing they have a chance to 
repeat as outright conference 
champions at home.
GVSU (21-4, 17-1 GLI­
AC) will host eighth-seeded 
Ohio Dominican (12-15, 10- 
8) on Wednesday. If the Lak­
ers advance, the four remain­
ing teams in the tournament 
will play rounds two and 
three in Allendale.
It certainly seems GVSUs 
path to another GLIAC Tour­
nament title will go through 
Ferris State (20-5, 17-1),
which hosts Hillsdale Col-' 
lege (12-15,10-8) Wednesday 
inside the Ewigleben Sports 
Arena in Big Rapids, Mich.
The Bulldogs ended GV­
SUs season last year in the 
NCAA Midwest Region Tour­
nament championship match, 
and handed the Lakers their 
only GLIAC loss this season in 
a five-set classic on Oct. 28.
“Getting revenge against 
Ferris would be nice,” Ai­
ken said.
The second round of the 
2014 GLIAC Tournament 
will take place on Saturday, 
with the championship to 
follow on Sunday.
OUT ON TOP: Grand Valley State University player Katie 
Otaon 110) celebrates with teammates at a recent match,.
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GV creates inclusive statement for 
participation of transgender athletes
BY STEPHANIE BRZEZIN8KI
ASSISTANTNEWSaLANTHORN.COM
rand Valley State 
University prohibits 
discrimination and 
harassment based 
on gender and gen­
der identity for students involved 
with varsity sports, but the cur­
rent language does not specifically 
address transgender students in 
club and intramural sports.
However, the Office of Student 
Life is working with Campus Rec­
reation, the Division of Inclusion 
and Equity department, the LGBT 
Center and Student Senate to create 
an inclusive statement.
Eric Garvelink, the GVSU club 
sports coordinator, said they are 
working to develop an inclusive 
statement toward transgender par­
ticipants in club sports, intramural 
sports and all of the campus recre­
ation programs.
“This is important because 
there may be students who identify 
one way or another that may be 
hesitant to participant,” he said. “A
statement of inclusion could allow 
them to participate in a sport they 
identify with.”
Some schools, such as Louisiana 
State University, have developed in- 
clusivity statements for their club 
and intramural sports, but it is still 
a fairly new concept on the national 
level. Garvelink said the GVSU 
statement will look at athletic de­
partments nationwide for guidance.
“Varsity sports tend to be the 
front runners on topics like this,” 
he said. “It is something that people 
have begun to develop, and we want 
to make sure we are on the forefront 
as leaders in this area.”
In addition, GVSU was the first 
Division II school to join the You 
Can Play Campaign, which focuses 
on equality for all athletes, regard­
less of sexual orientation.
“We don’t want to be reactive,” 
Garvelink said. “We want to be pro­
active in our statement so that if 
bias incidents do happen, we have a 
way to address them.”
Dwight Hamilton, the GVSU 
associate vice president for af­
firmative action and Title IX 
officer, explained that, on the 
national level, Title IX prohibits 
sexual discrimination against all 
students, including those who 
identify as transgender.
The NCAA established a poli­
cy in 2010 to address transgender 
student athletes, but Hamilton 
said it unfortunately does not in­
clude club sports.
“Club sports participation is 
considered an educational oppor­
tunity, which should be free from 
barriers to full participation re­
gardless of gender,” Hamilton said. 
“Sports provide benefits to par­
ticipants’ emotional and physical 
health and well-being. Sports teach 
about teamwork and self-discipline, 
among other things.”
Colette Seguin-Beighley, direc­
tor of the LGBT Resource Center, 
agreed with Hamilton that creating 
a new statement is essential, saying 
every student should have the op­
portunity to participate in sports 
in the gender identity or expression 
that is most authentic to them.
“The fact that transgender and 
gender-nonconforming students 
are not able to participate in in­
termural and club sports in their 
self-identified gender is discrimi­
natory,” Seguin-Beighley said. 
“This inability to participate au­
thentically is also not in keeping 
with our university policies which 
name gender identity and expres­
sion as a protected class.”
She added that gender inclu- 
sivity is one of the university’s 
main values, so it is necessary to 
periodically examine the policies 
for any discriminatory or restric­
tive language.
Rainesha Williams-Fox, Stu­
dent Senate vice president for di­
versity affairs, said her committee 
has been working with Garvelink 
to develop a policy that is inclusive 
of any gender identity.
“Gender does not exist in a bina­
ry,” Williams-Fox said. “Gender is in 
a spectrum, in which female, male, 
transgender or anyone else outside 
or in-between should be recognized 
and represented equally.”
Williams-Fox acknowledged the 
current GVSU anti-discrimination 
policy, but she said it is not clear 
enough because it only addresses 
the basics. The first step is the new 
statement, which shows campus 
support for transgender students in 
club and intramural sports, as well 
as at the varsity level.
The work for a new statement 
came from a campus climate 
study, she added.
“Grand Valley has the high­
est self-identifying transgen­
der population in the Midwest,” 
Williams-Fox said. “So we strive 
to be as inclusive as possible and 
make sure students have the re­
sources they need.”
For more information about 
the You Can Play campaign, visit 
www.gvsu.edu/lgbtrc/you-can- 
play-video-154.htm.
GO TO:
ww\/v.gvsu.eduinclusion/
FOR RESOURCES OR TO REPORT A 
BIAS INCIDENT
GV women showcase preseason promise at MSU
Lakers battle Spartans in East Lansing but fall short, 70-51
xc
BY STEVEN GARBER
SGARBERaLANTHORN.COM
enior Kat 
LaPrairie net­
ted a 3-pointer 
in Grand Valley 
State Univer­
sity’s first possession of their 
game at Michigan State Uni­
versity on Sunday, giving the 
Lakers a 3-0 lead.
The 3-0 lead was the largest 
GVSU had all game, but the 70- 
51 loss wasn’t the story for the 
Lakers. They played a Division 
I opponent, and persevered 
from start to finish.
“We could have given up in 
the second half when we were 
down 19 points but we stuck 
together and played all the way 
to the end,” said GVSU junior 
Brionna Barnett. “I think that’s 
what describes Grand Valley 
State basketball.”
Early in the game, Bar­
nett shuffled around Spartan 
defenders with a nifty move 
and sank a circus floater that 
brought the score to 9-8.
That’s when MSU started 
to pull away. The Spartans 
went on a 14-3 run midway 
through the half.
MSUs second-chance scor­
ing proved to be GVSU’s disad­
vantage in the opening frame. 
The Spartans made good on 
their second chances with 11 
second-chance points to GV- 
SUs zero at intermission.
POTENTIAL: GVSU junior Brionna Barnett looks to make a play Sunday at Michigan State.
“We’re not going to be able 
to beast those ladies down on 
the low block,” said GVSU 
coach Janel Burgess said. “It’s 
pretty simple: We have to com­
municate and rebound.”
Ball composure seemed 
to be a problem for GVSU, 
as MSU capitalized on eight 
Laker turnovers for 18 points 
in the first.
“We don’t want to let 
teams speed us up,” said Bar­
nett, a transfer from the Uni­
versity of Wisconsin-Green 
Bay. “We want to play at our 
pace no matter what.”
Down 39-22 at half­
time, Burgess pointed to 
six points from a lack of de­
fensive cohesion along with 
MSU’s points off second- 
chance opportunities.
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GLIAC Women’s Runner of 
the Year, a title that GVSU 
has won three times in the 
last four years.
“It was a huge honor to be 
named the GLLAC’s athlete 
of the year, especially coming 
from such a talented group of 
runners,” Foley said. “On top 
of winning the team title and 
sweeping the race - the whole 
day was just really special.”
The No. 2 GVSU men had 
similar results.
Alan Peterson came in 
first for the Lakers and sec­
ond in the overall meet with 
an 8k time of 24:01.2.
“Placing second was kind 
of bitter sweet,” Peterson said. 
“I got second as a sophomore 
as well, and I was really look­
ing to take home the individual 
crown this year.”
A pair of sophomores came 
in next for GVSU, as Chris 
May finished in fourth place 
(24:06.8) in front of Bryce 
Bradley in seventh (24:11.9). 
Junior Chad Cini came in 
eighth (24:13.7).
Wuoi Mach placed 17th 
overall in the competition
on his way to being tabbed 
as the GLIAC Men’s Fresh­
man of the Year.
Coach Jerry Baltes wasn’t 
left out when it came to indi­
vidual awards.
Baltes was named the GLI­
AC Head Coach of the Year for 
both the men’s and women’s 
teams. He won the award for 
the 12th straight time on the 
women’s side and 11th straight 
time on the men’s side.
The celebration for the 
program, however, will be 
short lived.
“We have more work to 
get done over the coming 
weeks while we prepare fop the 
NCAA Regional in two weeks,” 
Baltes said. “Regionals will be a 
little different because the men’s 
team will be competing in a 10k 
instead of an 8k”
The NCAA Division II 
Midwest Regional Champion­
ship will take place on Nov. 22 
in Evansville, Ind.
“Our goal for regionals is to 
get accustomed to. running a 
10k and qualifying lor nation­
als,” Peterson said. “Ultimately, 
we would like to continue the 
streak of wins, but as long as we 
qualify and get out injury free it 
will be a successful meet.”
1 T— 3 4
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WORD SCRAMBLE
Rearrange the letters to discover 
something pertaining to Thanksgiving.
AFLYMI
Kjttuvj :u9Msuy
Theatre at Grand Valley 2014-2015 Presents
'ClEjT 
t oUlciLTRbjii'
Winner of the Silver Medal In the Onassls International Playwrlllng 
Competition and the Kennedy Center Fund's New American Plays Award
Written by Deborah Brevoort. Directed by Kiara «ptno
7.m. 14. and 11 7:JOp.m I » and 14. 2:OOpm
rubberb with author Deborah Bevoort. sponsored by Ihe GVSU theatre program. 
School of Commumcettont, and Department of Writing immediately foHowmg 
the November 7 performance
Adults: S12
CLUES ACROSS
I. Breezed through
5. What part of (ahbr.)
8. Reciprocal of a sine
II. Moves suddenly
13. Household god (Roman)
14. Picasso mistress Dora
15. Old Italian monetary units
16. Brew
17. Especially capable
18. Coffeehouses
20. Not
21. Holly genus
22. Work done after 40 hrs 
25. Immunization
30. More aseptic
31. The brain and spinal cord 
(abbr.)
32. Cambodian monetary units
33. Toward the stem
CLUES DOWN
1. Deaf signing
2. Fashionable
3. Girl’s name meaning 
“snow" in Welsh
4. Unhearing
5. Heavenly body
6. About heat energy
7. New Jersey capital
8. Steel rope
9. Selling
10. Eurasian land rail genus 
12. Point midway between S
and SE 
14. Disfigure
19. Sound unit
23. Volt-ampere
24. Mentally deranged
25. TV taping device
26. 4th Caliph of Islam
27. Musician___Lo Green
28. Golden state (abbr.)
Wrath
Nicaraguan capital 
Artifact recycling center 
Injure severely 
A steep rugged rock or cliff 
Nothing
Bangladesh capital 
Ground up com 
Measure of disc storage 
density
Smart___: irritating
Persian dialect spoken in
Afghanistan
Former CIA
Spanish auxilliary verb
___Titanic
Teensy 
Banana genus
29. Importune
34. A recess in a wall
.35. Honorable title (Turkish)
36. Hairy coat of a mammal
37. Small amount
39. Arc of spectral colors
40. Oval
41. Gym floor padding
42. Used of tobacco
44. Overnight case
45. Volcanic craters
46. Tangerine grapefruit hybrid
47. Military leader (abbr.)
48. Enlarge a hole
51. Express pleasure
52. Bivalve molluVk
53. Philippine Island, city and 
harbor
54. Unrctumablc senes 
58. Malaysian Isthmus
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Freshman establishes GV club golf program
Club could serve as feeder organization for varsity golf team
BY STEVEN 6ARBER
SGARBEROLANTHORN.COM
hen freshman Elliot Blok arrived 
on campus he had no idea hed be 
leading the initiative in bringing a 
new club to campus.
At the Campus Life Night event 
held Sept. 2, Blok saw hundreds of registered 
student organizations as well as dozens of non­
profits and campus resources. But Bloks eyes saw 
something noticeably missing and saw a need to 
step up early at Grand Valley State University.
He started GVSU’s new golf club weeks 
after the event because he said, “It sucks that 
we don’t have one.”
“It’s been a lot of work,” Blok said. “It hasn’t 
been easy?’
Blok picked up golf four years ago while 
working at The Moors Golf Club throughout 
high school. Now a freshman at GVSU, he
plays in his free time but wanted to engage 
more with the sport.
He was compelled to bring 
in something new to expand the 
growing programs here. He got the 
idea to start a club from his brother 
- a med student - who explained 
to his little brother - a future med 
student hopeful - that showing 
initiative on campus would be 
huge for the younger Blok.
Blok took the advice. He talked 
with Club Sports Coordinator Eric 
Garvelink to start on the path to 
launching the club.
His first task was finding mem­
bers who could carry the program 
for years after he leaves.
Despite his desire to see the 
club grow at GVSU, Blok doesn’t have a goal for 
numbers, simply saying he wants an avenue for
“I know there’s a 
lot of guys who 
don’t play for 
the team but are 
good enough who 
probably enjoy 
playing.”
ELLIOT BLOK
CLUB FOUNDER
people to compete and enjoy golf.
“I’d just like to get some guys,” he said. “I 
know there’s a lot of guys out 
there who don’t play for the team 
but are good enough who prob­
ably enjoy playing.”
The club’s initial member total 
currently sits around 15. They’ve 
already begun some club bonding 
at The Meadows.
“Just maybe once a week we 
try to go out, but we’re really go­
ing to get the rest of it started in 
the spring,” Blok said.
When spring rolls around, 
the hope is that the fledging club 
will get to compete multiple 
times per weekend.
Dues for the club still have to 
be calculated. The university covers costs to enter 
the league, but members’ dues will alleviate the
greens fees each person would have had to pay. 
Dues would be factored by the number of mem­
bers to start the spring session.
GVSU men’s golf coach Gary Bissell ex­
pressed his liking of the new club, saying that it 
can be viewed almost as a junior varsity team.
“Guys who are willing to pay to play in this 
sport competitively know they have a serious 
passion for it,” Bissell said.
Bissell said hed feel inclined to use the club 
team to recruit and help build the golf program 
all around GVSU. He could pitch the club to in­
coming freshmen athletes who aren’t ready to 
perform at the varsity level.
For Blok, it’s been a quick process of gaining 
membership and support: collecting a group to 
serve as the executive board, creating a constitu­
tion and registering the club via OrgSync - but 
the fruit of Blok’s work is finally complete.
The club will join the National Collegiate 
Club Golf Association (NCCGA) this spring.
TEAMWORK: No. 10 Taylor Lutz looks to pass to an open teammate
BASKETBALL
CONTINUED FROM A9
A revitalized Laker team came 
out as the aggressor in the second 
half, which trimmed the MSU lead 
to 14 and forced the Spartans to 
take a timeout with less than eight 
minutes to play. The Lakers forced 
MSU to commit eight turnovers in 
the second half, and gave up just six 
offensive rebounds.
“We pursued the ball much, 
much better in the second half,” 
Burgess said. “I don’t think our 
communication on defense was 
bad. I think we did a really, really 
good job.”
Impressive perimeter defense 
kept the Lakers in the game. They 
limited the Spartans to just 22 per­
cent shooting from beyond the arc.
Still, it wasn’t enough to over­
come the MSU skyscrapers.
MSU pulled together four 6-foot 
starters into the lineup and easily 
won the battle on the boards.
Burgess expressed trust in her 
freshman, Korynn Hincka - one of 
the tallest on the team - who came 
off the bench to net eight points 
and eight boards, but collectively 
the Lakers came up short in re­
gards to rebounds (45-32).
That will be a main focus for 
Burgess’ squad going forward.
She also wants max effort on the 
50-50 balls and rebounds to help 
their offense.
“When we finish possessions... 
we’re going to be able to create 
some good tempo and get downhill 
attacks,” Burgess said. “We need to 
make sure they only get one shot 
then we’re able to push the ball.”
Despite a loss in this exhibition, 
it was a fight fueled by some relent­
less competition from GVSU. Bur­
gess said she was proud of the way 
her team responded in the second 
half. And despite not coming away 
with the win in the Breslin Center, it 
was nice to see a team that wouldn’t 
fold when tested.
CHEMISTRY: No. d Kat LaPrairie is met with smiles upon returning from the court at Michigan State.
MARKETPLACE FREE CLASSIFIEDS FOR STUDENTS, FACULTYAND STAFF some restrictions applyFOR COMMERCIAL RATES CALL 616-331-2460 classif ieds(a>la nthorn.com
HousingAnnouncementsAnnouncements Housing Roommates Roommates
Be the good GVSU! Big 
Brothers Big Sisters at D A. 
Blodgett - St. John’s has 
300 kids who need mentors. 
If you can spend time each 
week with a child contact 
lpuente@dabsj.org or 616- 
774-4310. www.dabsj.org 
#BeTheGoodGR
Enough of the #selfies on 
your PRofessional social 
networks like Linkedln. Join 
GV PRSSA on November 13 
and November 20 to take 
some professional 
headshots. We even supply 
the blazers! Find us at our 
table on Pew Campus near 
Starbucks from 5-7PM to 
have yours taken. Just $5 for 
2 or $10/2 edited shots
Join Grand Valley's Public 
Relations Student Society of 
America (PRSSA) for a 3 
part professional workshop 
for students. Participants will 
polish their PR, advertising, 
marketing and 
communication skills and 
have the opportunity to 
network with peers. Event is 
November 6, 13 and 20 from 
7:30-9:30pm in the DeVos 
Place University Club. The 
cost is $10 per workshop or 
$25 for all three.
Need help with Micro, Orgo, 
or Biochem? GV alum with 
flexible hours including after 
10PM. Starting at $20/hr. 
Call or text Brian 
(219-628-4344)
Housing
Female sub-leaser needed 
for winter/summer 2015! 
Can move in as early as 
December 12. It's a 4 
bedroom 4.5
bathroom apartment in 
Meadows Crossing. If 
interested contact 
lekoa@mail.gvsu.edu
FREE RENT for 2 months! 
$30 moves you in!
Copper Beech Two 
bedroom townhouse, you 
get your own bedroom and 
rivate bathroom.
EMALE Subleaser needed 
ASAP. Fully Furnished!
Call or text at 
(616)617-2076
In need of a subleaser for 
winter/summer 2015!
I live in Meadows apartment 
in a 4 bedroom 4 1/2 bath. 
$459 a month (which 
includes water/sewaae). If 
you are interested in further 
details please contact 
810-471-0073 or 
yelineke@mail gvsu.edu.
Looking to sub-lease my 
apartment in Hillcrest for the 
winter semester. Biggest 
room in the house, with a 
walk in closet. 2 1/2 baths. If 
interested email 
ortizch@mail.gvsu.edu
Need one person, male or 
female, for a year lease 
starting Aug 2015. Eastown 
GR, remodeled home, 
stainless steel appliances, 
$300/month Text 
269-548-5299 for details
One-bedroom apartment 
with spacious living room, 
and a balcony. Space 
available located in the 
Ramblewood Apartments 
Wyoming, Ml. This also a 
pet friendly environment.
If interested contact 
smithbeg@mail.gvsu.edu
Room for rent close to 
Monroe and 3 mile. The 
room is partly furnished with 
a queen size bed and 
dresser. Looking for 
responsible individual, 400 a 
month plus utilities. If you 
have any questions please 
feel free to contact me: 
espinozn@mail.gvsu.edu
Roommates
Female sub leaser needed 
immediately. 1st month 
FREE and covered parking 
aid (on me) @ 48 West-1 st 
loor, fully furnished, full 
private bathroom, laundry - 
$475/mo Roommates are 
easy going and fun loving. 
Interested? email me 
pohlj@mail.gvsu.edu
Looking for a female 
subleaser for January 2015- 
May 2015 in Ottawa creek 
apartments. It's $385/month, 
but I'm willing to make it 
$285! If you are 
interested or know anyone 
that is interested, email 
espirita@mail.gvsu.edu, 
Thank you!
Looking for female 
roommate for school year 
2015-2016. We are two girls 
who live in a 3 bedroom 
apartment in Copper Beech. 
We will both be seniors so 
we would prefer an upper 
classman. We are pretty 
laid-back, focused on 
school, but still have a lot of 
fun. Contact:
emilyanne.kellogg@gmail.co
m
Looking for female 
roommates for the 2015- 
2016 school year. Conifer 
Creek Townhomes. Four 
bedroom, each with own 
bathroom and large closets. 
Living space and kitchen. 
Please contact 
huntsh@mail.gvsu.edu if 
interested.
Looking for female 
roommate to join us in 
Hillcrest townhouses. 
Contact me at: 
turnemar@mail.gvsu.edu
Looking for someone to 
sublease for Winter 2015 at 
Offbroadway apartments 
(Downtown GR), $446 per 
month plus utilities. Right 
next to Pew Campus. Email 
kkraiglee@gmail.com
Seeking a subleaser for my 
room in Meadows for the 
winter semester. I live with 
three great, clean girls and I 
have my own bedroom, 
bathroom, and large closet. 
If interested contact 
desnessk@mail.gvsu.edu
Seeking Female Roommate 
for Great Downtown Home!
Spacious room available in 3 
bedroom/1 bath unit for the 
spring and summer 
semesters of 2015! The 
room is available January 1, 
2015 and the lease ends 
July 31.
Home is located minutes 
from GVSU's Pew Campus, 
GRCC and Aquinas.
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Spacious 4 bedroom 2 bath 
freshly remodeled house for 
rent near downtown Grand 
Rapids close to GVSU 
campus. If interested contact 
616-284-9869
University
Townhouses & Apartments
LOWEST RATES GUARANTEED
616 .477'. 5511
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GIVEAWAYS^- CONTESTS - NEWS & MORE
A|ter all, this is college, isn't it? Make the 
most of your experience here at Grand 
Valley by staying up-to-date on news, 
events and more. Plus check us out on 
news elands every Monday & Thursday 
and * on social media for FREE stuff.
oGVLANTHQHN
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FOR RENT
Meadows Crossing Apartments 6, 7
Campus View Cottages 8, 9
Campus West Apartments 10
Loft 45 11
Copper Beech Townhomes 12-15
Campus View Apartments & Townhomes 16,17 
Full Circle Townhomes 18
American Realty 19
48west 20-23
Hopson Flats 24
The Grove Apartments 26, 27
University Townhouses 28
Blue Sky Properties 29
GVSU Housing 29
Eenhoorn Properties 30, 31
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ALLENDALE
Lake Michigan Dr.
U1
O'
><0)
Pierce St.
A. 48west
B. Meadows Crossing
C. Campus West Apartments
D. Full Circle Townhomes
E. Campus View Apartments & Townhomes
F. GVSU Housing
G. Copper Beech Townhomes
H. The Grove
I. Campus View Cottages
J. Loft 45
K. UniversityTownhouses
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DOWNTOWN
Fulton
Cl
Fulton
US-131
Cherry
Washington
Cherry
*0,
A. American Realty
B. Blue Sky Properties
American Realty and Blue Sky Properties aren't shown due to having multiple locations
C. Eenhoorn Properties
D. Hopson Flats
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Download thd App that will keep you 
connected to EVERYTHING Grand Valley
Events, sports, breaking news local specials, 
contests, and the list goes on and on.
This is YOUR turf after all...
LIVE IT
LAXER
Grand Valley Lanthorn | November loth
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^ . HP MeadowsCrossing
apartments I the place to be
2015-2016 Leases as low as $449
Sign your lease by & receive:
Free Parking
Free High speed Internet 
Free Deluxe cable package 
Free Water & Sewer
Private Bedroom and Bathroom
w-
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Meadows Crossing offers modern amenities
Q
hoosing the right place 
to live can make all the 
difference when it comes 
to enjoying the school 
year and making the 
most out of it. To save time when 
searching for that perfect next move, 
why not start your search at Meadows 
Crossing, an apartment complex 
whose comfort, convenience, privacy 
and location outdo its competitors.
Meadows Crossing offers their 
residents more than just a place with 
a roof over it. To start, residents have 
their choice between eight different 
living space layouts with two-bedroom 
or four-bedroom options starting as 
low as $449. Residents can choose 
between 12 and 10-month leases, 
and individual leases are available so 
residents are not responsible if their 
roommate happens to miss rent. The 
community is conveniently located 
at the GVSU entrance at 10745 48th 
Avenue in Allendale and is easy 
walking distance from two bus-stops.
Each apartment comes fully 
equipped with furniture and kitchen 
appliances. Living areas feature a sofa, 
side chair, tables and entertainment 
stands. Separate laundry rooms include 
a full-size washer and dryer, and 
bedrooms come with a full-sized bed, 
night stand, desk/chair and dresser.
Equally important to ensuring 
comfort, is their goal to ensure privacy. 
Meadows Crossing has successfully 
created an environment suitable to 
meet the needs of both hard-working 
students and those who need some alone 
time to de-stress from school. Within 
each living space, residents have their 
own private bedroom and bathroom. 
In case the noise of roommates tends 
to seep through the walls, Mi-.uious
provides a study center with a 
computer lab, as well as free printing 
and copying, for those who need a 
quiet space to get homework done.
When its time for a study 
break, take a walk over to The Meadows 
Crossing Retail Shoppes to grab a bite to 
eat, workout or buy some drinks. One 
of their latest attractions, Mully’s Bar 
and Grill, features cheap drink specials, 
delicious appetizers and an overall 
great atmosphere to hang out with your 
neighbors. Next door to Mully’s is the Hip 
Party Store for a quick stop for snacks, 
but if you’d like to lounge for a bit, check 
out the Grand Valley Hookah Lounge.
One of the most popular 
amenities is their 24/7 fitness facility. 
During the warmer months, residents 
can enjoy a workout outside at 
Meadows’ resort-style pool and spa, 
beach volleyball area and basketball 
court. However, during those harsh days 
of winter, residents can always enjoy 
Meadows’ clubhouse amenities; a state- 
of-the-art tanning center and recreation 
room with Ping-Pong, Foosball and 
Pool, all of which are free to residents.
Speaking of free, parking is one 
of the main distinguishers from other 
apartment complexes! Every resident
who signs a lease by October 31 receives 
free parking once they’ve registered for 
a parking pass, which allows residents 
to park near their front doors or 
under established parking shelters 
when winter storms hit. Through their 
website, residents can also print off guest 
parking passes at any hour to ensure 
their guests’ cars don’t get ticketed.
“No other complex offers 
online guest parking passes accessible 
anytime of the day,” said Karen 
Bier-Hobbs, the property manager 
of Meadows Crossing. “It’s a 24/7 
service for our residents who have 
guests that arrive after office hours.”
Bier-Hobbs emphasized the 
convenience of the “online everything” 
shift that Meadows Crossing is 
making in an effort to make things 
such as, paying for rent, placing 
maintenance orders and even posting 
classified ads, simpler for residents.
Located on the corner of 48th 
Avenue and W. Campus Drive, this well- 
kept apartment community is home to 
those who choose location, convenience 
and comfort as top priorities. For 
prospective residents, Meadows 
Crossing is only a lease away toward a 
better living and college experience.
7Grand Valley Lanthorn November loth
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CAMPUS
Amenities
4 bedrooms/4.5 baths 
Premium kitchen 
w/ granite island 
High end appliances 
Wood plank floors
: 2nd floor laundry 
w/ attached bonus space
• 52" Plat Screen TV 
Fully Furnished
• 12 month individual leases
Grand Valley Lanthorn November 10th
A coMMUMTY
42nd Ave 
Allendale, Ml 
616.895.6678
NOW TOURING!
^616.895.6678
campusviewhousing.com
Campus View Cottages: Livin’ large
Q
ottage living brings to 
mind images of a home 
settled back into a wood­
ed area, cozy rooms and 
friendly neighbors. This 
comfortable style of living will soon be 
available to students at Grand Valley 
State University starting in Fall, 2015.
Today Campus View is build­
ing the First of several phases with 30 
cottages to accommodate 120 GVSU 
students. Located next to Campus 
View apartments on 42nd Avenue, 
these cottages are tucked away be­
tween trees and fields offering their 
residents open green space with the 
feel of a private get-away. They have 
created a serene, resort-like environ­
ment which is still only a 10 minute 
walk to campus. During less optimal 
weather, residents may also choose 
to take Campus View’s private shut­
tle to Kirkhof, which loops through 
their complex every 12 minutes.
The Cottages, which are all 
fully furnished, will have 4 bedrooms 
and 4 Vi bathrooms in both the single­
home or duplex styles. Every detail 
that would invoke upscale student 
living has been incorporated into 
the design including a 51” flat screen 
TV in the living room, a huge gran­
ite breakfast bar, wood-type plank 
flooring, second-floor laundry and 
an over-sized refrigerator. The 1,800 
square foot homes also have a “flex­
ible space” on the second floor so 
roommates can decide, based on their 
lifestyles, if they prefer an additional 
laundry folding area, a meditation 
space, or just a cozy reading nook.
The first floor living space is 
flooded with light from the open floor 
plan. Students will be very comfortable 
in their spacious room which includes 
a bathroom with a huge walk-in closet. 
A 12-month, individual lease, will cost 
S525 per person per month for both 
the single or duplex-style cottages.
“We are able to offer this high- 
end, unique living style to GV students 
because we have the benefit of a lot of 
land, about 110 acres, right next to 
campus,” said owner Brian Gardner. 
“We have the luxury of building indi­
vidual homes instead of putting people
right over you or next to you because 
we have all the space we need to create 
the ultimate environment”. “Our busi­
ness philosophy is giving people the 
biggest bang for their buck. We aim 
to deliver the most value and eliminate 
the need for students to go elsewhere.”
Upon completion of this 
building phase, the near-term plan for 
the cottage area is to build an outdoor 
sport-court and a grill/fire-pit area 
to further invoke the relaxed cottage 
feel. In the meantime the cottage resi­
dents are encouraged to take advan­
tage of the many property amenities 
including the pool and hot tub, 1.3 
mile disc golf course, outdoor vol­
leyball court, the newly built sports 
field, the full court indoor gym, fitness 
room, free tanning, and classes offered 
in the yoga studio in the rec center.
The Campus View vision 
is that when students leave campus 
they come home to a comfortable liv­
ing space in a neighborhood full of
friends and classmates where they can 
enjoy their downtime to the fullest. 
Their event team runs CV Recreation 
League which covers everything from 
a co-ed Volleyball League to Bingo to 
watching the Superbowl and eating 
pizza with hundreds of your neigh­
bors. Frequently you can Find Campus 
View serving Breakfast at the Bus Stop 
to residents along Pierce Street. It is 
a constant focus to have fun together 
including pancake breakfasts, a block 
party, bracket pool play for March Mad­
ness, dodge ball and disc golf tourna­
ments, and food tables during exams. 
“Most of our best ideas for fun come 
from our tenants, it’s easy to meet peo­
ple here and that’s the goal.” Brian said.
The Cottage model is now 
completed and is open for tours. If you 
are interested in viewing floor plans 
for the Cottages, visit www.campus- 
viewhousing.com or call (616)896- 
6678. Their ofFice hours are Mon­
day through Friday 9 AM to 5 PM.
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Campus West: Home away from home
■■Hi amnnc Wpct opttino more of a bargain specific area of the complex, to residents is Wi-Fi ancampus West 
Apartments is a 
student-oriented 
community and 
a home away
from home located right 
next to Grand Valley State 
University’s Allendale Campus.
The leasing and 
management office urges 
future residents to take
advantage of the promotion 
they are featuring. When 
signing a new lease no money 
is required at signing! So 
secure your housing today and 
worry about payment later.
Senior Lynzie Gotshall has 
returned to Campus West for 
the third consecutive year.
“I really like the
environment,” she said. “I have 
a lot of friendly neighbors, 
plus they’re cheaper than most 
of the complexes, so you’re
getting more of a bargain 
for what you’re getting.”
The complex offers a 
few different apartment 
and townhome options. 
Campus West no longer has 1 
bedroom suites or 4 bedroom 
4.5 bathroom townhomes 
available for 2015/2016. 
Hurry in before your 
favorite style is all leased too!
Each apartment and 
townhome varies in price 
based on the number of 
bedrooms and bathrooms. 
The offered variety enables 
individuals to find exactly 
what they are looking for. 
Stop in the office today to 
find out more information 
on all of their available units!
Want to bring your dog? 
No problem! Dogs are allowed 
in Campus West’s 4 bedroom, 
2 bathroom townhomes in a
i i t l . 
For those who do not want 
to leave your four-legged 
friend at home, be sure to 
contact the leasing office 
for additional information.
Campus West
provides a variety of 
amenities to its residents. The 
Community Building includes 
a gym facility for when you’re in 
need of a good workout, a study 
lounge when you’re looking 
for a quiet place to get some 
work done and a recreational 
room for when you’re looking 
to take a break from all of that 
studying! Just ask Gotshall, 
who told us “The gym is 24 
hours, so it’s really convenient.”
Students living at Campus 
West have access to free 
tanning, available by making 
an appointment through 
the office. Also available
i d 
expanded cable. Campus 
West also likes to host events 
for their residents. Next 
fall they will have their 6th 
Annual Golf Scramble & Pig 
Roast, they just finished their 
Halloween decorating contest, 
and they also hosted cookouts 
on Friday nights during 
the GVSU football season.
The location of 
the complex is extremely 
beneficial as residents have 
access to both the 37 and 48 
bus routes. There are two bus 
stops available for students to 
use to reach their destinations.
“1 like that we have 
both bus routes,” Gotshall said. 
“The ride is always short no 
matter where you’re going.”
For more information 
about Campus West, visit 
http://www.campuswest.net/.
CAMPUS
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4832 W. Campus Dr. Suite A100, Allendale, Ml 49401
-SIGN NOW
1 PAY LATER
Rates starting @ $355
Promotion ends December 4th, 2014
616.895.5904 www.campuswest.net
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Loft 45 offers chic city lofts near GVSU
Grand Valley State University students 
and residents who have a college ID.
For residents looking to 
stay active, Snap Fitness center is 
one location that can be used by 
residents at a discounted price if 
they show their lease upon entry.
Another feature that 
Loft 45 offers to residents is the 
ability to keep pets on the premise.
“We are the only, or one of 
the only, apartment complexes that is a 
pet-friendly community in Allendale,” 
Fuller said. “We do allow cats and 
dogs in the complex up to 35 pounds.”
Each apartment comes fully
equipped with GE black appliances 
which include a dishwasher, built- 
in microwave, oven, refrigerator 
and even a washer and dryer.
Loft 45 has eight unique one 
and two bedroom loft options ranging 
from 716 square feet to over 1,115 square 
feet. Rates are competitive as the one- 
bedroom loft ranges from $750 to $800 
and a two-bedroom unit ranges from $865 
to $940. Up to four people are allowed 
in the two bedroom units. There is also 
free open parking available to residents.
If you’re looking for a place 
close to campus but also close to 
city life, Loft 45 is the place for you.
or residents looking for an 
upscale, loft-style unit with 
state-of-the-art facilities, 
located within five to 10 
minutes from the Allendale 
Campus, look no further than Loft 45!
Located in the Heritage 
Towne Center Commercial complex 
on Lake Michigan Dr., Loft 45 sits 
close to restaurants and shops in the 
heart of downtown Allendale. Loft 
45 is known for its up-scale style loft 
floor plans that are designed with tall 
10 ft. ceilings, large palatial windows 
and walk-in closets in each unit.
“Loft 45 has shops, restaurants 
and businesses that are steps from your 
door,”saidpropertymanagerRachelFuller.
Grand Coney, Allendale Vision, 
Dollar General, Snap Fitness, JV nails, 
Forever Sun, Love INC and Studio Luxe 
Dance Academy sit under the apartments, 
as well as Bamboo Express and Lake 
Michigan Pawn Shop, which just opened.
Fuller said that a lot of the 
businesses around the complex, including 
Allendale Vision, do offer discounts for
-scenic panoramic views 
-Aj||-8lzed washer 8 dryer 
-on-8lte retail center 
- 1 6 2 bedrooms 
-pet fhlendly
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Copper Beech housing offers
a
ooking for a place 
to live next year? 
Grand Valley State 
University students 
need look no further 
than Copper Beech’s townhomes 
and apartments. Located 
conveniently within minutes 
of GVSU’s Allendale Campus, 
Copper Beech offers various 
living options to choose from.
Whether you would like 
your own townhome or prefer 
to live with friends, Copper 
Beech will meet your needs,
offering living areas with 1, 
2, 3 or 4 bedrooms. Students 
also have the option to choose 
if they would like their living 
area to come fully furnished.
“We liked how spacious 
the townhomes were and that 
there was a washer and dryer in 
the unit,” said GVSU seniors Kris­
ten Kuppler and Megan Keller.
“We also liked the feature 
of having our own bathrooms, 
and having a half bath in the 
downstairs area for guests.”
Kristen and Megan have
lived at Copper Beech for a year 
and a half and chose the apartment 
complex for its many benefits.
“Our favorite part 
about Copper Beech is the 
friendliness of the staff,” Megan 
and Kristen said. “We also like 
that they have a good security 
team and that the maintenance 
is available when needed.”
Choosing to live at 
Copper Beech also comes 
with a lot of amenities such 
as high speed Internet, free 
cable and garbage pickup.
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ample living space for tenants
Q
opper Beech has 
basketball and
volleyball courts
both indoors and 
outdoors so you 
can be sure to have fun with 
your friends and neighbors.
If you’re not on the 
court, you could be hanging out 
in the lounge, watching TV or 
playing pool with your friends.
Copper Beech also sports 
an updated fitness center, which 
is open 24/7 so you can get in a 
workout no matter what time it is. 
Worried about your car
making it through the long West 
Michigan winter? Copper Beech 
has you covered offering carports 
and attached garages; a feature not 
offered anywhere else. But if you 
don’t happen to have a car there’s 
no need to fret. Copper Beech has a 
bus stop for Route 48 located within 
the complex for students to use to 
get to campus and their classes.
Prices aren’t set for next 
year, but spots will go fast so 
stop in and ask the friendly staff 
to reserve your spot at Copper 
Beech today. Don’t forget to 
bring your friends along too!
“We would recommend 
someone to live at Copper Beech 
because they have so many options for 
living. The price is right and the staff 
is friendly,” said Kristen and Megan.
“No matter what style of 
apartment you choose, there is 
plenty of space for you and all 
of your roommates and friends.”
Make your year great by 
choosing Copper Beech and love 
where youlive! For more information 
on Copper Beech townhomes, 
visit www.cbeech.com/allendale or 
call (616)-895-2900 to speak with 
one of their many staff members.
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CAMPOS
VIEW
1 or 2 Bedro 
Fully Furnished Units 
tudio Units Available
Campus View 
Apartments & Townhomes 
10255 42nd Ave. 
Allendale, Ml 49401 
616.895.6678
campusviewhousing.com
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Campus View: Live here, live better
1a
n addition to their new cot­
tages, Campus View also 
has apartments and town- 
houses available for stu­
dents at Grand Valley State 
University. These living options are 
conveniently located on 42nd Avenue 
and Pierce Street, a half mile from the 
heart of the Allendale Campus. Cam­
pus View brings Grand Valley students 
a blend of affordable living with great 
amenities that can’t be beat anywhere.
The focal point of resident life 
at Campus View is around the recre­
ation center called the Off-Kirk, which 
is open 24/7. It is a large, multi-pur­
pose facility including a full-court gym 
for basketball and volleyball, a yoga 
studio, game and theatre rooms, gam­
ing loft, private study rooms, a tanning 
booth, and an exercise facility. “We are 
holding events year around to keep our 
residents active in the community and 
this year we formalized the program 
as the “CV Recreation League,” said 
Brian Gardner, property owner. “Our 
residents participate in volleyball and 
basketball leagues, dodge ball tourna­
ments, bingo games, movie nights, tail­
gate and block parties, and our blow 
out party for the holidays”. “Our goal is 
to bring everyone together with what­
ever event ideas work, the best ones 
come from our resident suggestions” 
Residents have plenty of op­
tions to get to campus. Ihey are with­
in walking distance and certainly the 
Rapids bus stop for route 48 on Pierce 
Street. But, also there is a private, 
Campus View shuttle that continually 
loops through the complex to bring 
residents to the Kirkhof Center every 
12 minutes. Throughout the fall you 
will see the CV event team serving resi-
dents "Breakfast at the Bus Stop" aloni
Pierce Street. Brian said “sometimes its 
easier for us to go to the resident rath­
er than ask them to come to us.........
this has turned into a crowd favorite”.
Campus View takes advantage 
of its expansive property by develop­
ing it for use by the resident commu­
nity. This summer they built a full-size 
sports field and shooting wall. “We are 
fortunate to have a large part of the la­
crosse team living at Campus View. As 
a way to “give back” to the team we built 
a regulation size field for their use as 
well as for the enjoyment of the rest of 
our community”. Campus Views ex­
tensive property has also allowed them 
to build a 1.3-mile disc golf course 
throughout the complex and host sev­
eral tournaments in conjunction with 
the disc golf club. Also, residents can 
enjoy the resort-style pool and hot tub 
area, which is kept open year round.
Campus View offers many 
different floor plan options accommo­
dating students who want to live by 
themselves all the way to living with 4 
roommates each with their own bath­
room. Students who want to live in an
apartment can choose between their 
fully furnished studio, one bedroom 
or two bedroom options. Compared 
to the other complexes at Grand Val­
ley, the apartments are well-priced. 
For example, a two-bedroom apart­
ment costs $545 for a nine-month lease 
and $480 for a 12 month lease. These 
prices are based on two-person occu­
pancy and are per person, per month. 
The apartments come fully furnished 
and they are conveniently located next 
door to the recreation center, “off-Kirk”. 
Wireless internet is also included.
The townhomes offer three and 
four bedroom options ranging from 1.5 
baths to 4.5 baths. Residents may bring 
their own furniture or rent it from Cam­
pus View for $35 per month. The most 
common style (four bedroom 2 bath) 
townhome costs $370 for a 12 month 
lease and $440 for a 9 month lease. Pric­
ing for all of the options can be found 
on Campus Views website at www.cam- 
pusviewhousing.com or call (616)-895- 
6678. Campus Views office hours are 
Monday through Friday from 9 a.m. to 
5 p.m with Saturday tours from l-4pm.
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Full Circle Townhomes thinks green
H
ull Circle Townhomes 
doesn’t just think green 
when it comes to saving 
on rent money, they’re 
also LEED certified and 
Energy Star efficient. 
Along with competitively 
priced rent per bedroom - $585 for two- 
bedroom, $520 for a three-bedroom and 
$480 for a four-bedroom - Full Circle 
Townhomes is running a special one 
month free deal until November 30 But 
owner-manager Darcie Whiddon said they 
don’t have many units left, and suggests 
that interested students sign a lease soon.
“By leasing now, each student will 
get one month’s rent for free,” Whiddon 
said. “That’s a savings of up to $1,920.”
But the energy efficient 
status can also save tenants hundreds 
of dollars on utility costs, too.
Full Circle Townhomes estimates 
savings of more than $800 annually for 
each tenant, which is almost half off of what 
other complexes around Grand Valley 
State University’s Allendale Campus pay.
“It’s a great place for students 
to live because it gives students the 
opportunity to make a positive impact 
on the environment,” Whiddon said.
“By living at Full Circle, the tenants 
will breathe healthier air; they’ll save 
thousands of gallons of fresh water; and 
they save hundreds of dollars on utilities.”
The eight available units come 
in two, three, or four-bedroom options 
and each unit is built with green-focused 
materials including “Green Wood” floors, 
“Green Label Plus” carpet made from 
recycled materials and dual flushing toilets.
The “green philosophy” 
is just one aspect that drew GVSU 
student and resident Chelsie 
Hernandez to Full Circle Townhomes.
“Everything you would expect 
to have in a nome is included in Full 
Circle Townhomes,” Hernandez said. 
“For example there is a washer, dryer, 
and dishwasher in each unit, plus each 
bedroom has its own personal bathroom.”
“Students should consider living 
at Full Circle Townhomes because the bed­
rooms are spacious enough to not only just 
fit a bed, TV, etc., but also everything else a 
successful college student would need, like 
a desk, and still live comfortably,” she said.
With a location right on Lake 
Michigan Dr., Full Circle Townhomes is 
within walking distance of campus. And 
during the winter, the Rapid Route 37 bus
stop is only about 100 feet from the units.
“The location is perfect, it’s close 
to campus so it’s convenient, but it’s secluded 
enough to where you are able to get a homey 
and relaxed atmosphere,” Hernandez said.
The location isn’t the only thing 
thathelpswithaquieteratmosphere,though. 
The walls were built with sound barriers so 
neighbor noises will never be a problem.
Included in the monthly rent is 
high speed internet, cable, parking, water, 
snow removal, recycling and trash - just 
another way Full Circle Townhomes is 
trying to save tenants money. And the free, 
assigned parking spaces insure tenants 
always have somewhere to park by their unit.
With a think-green focus 
and a great location, Hernandez said it 
was an easy choice to make, and it only 
helped that the staff is understanding 
and willing to help students, unlike 
some larger complexes, she said.
“I ve heard horror stories from 
other students on campus about awful 
landlords and staff that they have had to 
deal with in situations where they live, Full 
Circle is not like that at all,” Hernandez 
said. “Full Circle Townhomes’ staff are all 
people whom are super friendly, easy to 
get along with and truly care about you.”
ONE MONTH'S FREE RENT!
Full Circle Townhomes is 
Allendale's only eco-friendly, 
LEED" Silver certified rental
community!
2,3, & 4 Bedroom / Bathroom Units
NOW LEASING
www.fullcirclegvsu.com contact@fullcirclegvsu.com 616.558.8853
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downtownAmerican Realty offers 
independence to tenan
xpand your horizons! 
Move downtown and into 
an American Realty home!
beautifully 
properties, 
grow, and 
attractions 
Allendale!
Enjoy 
crafted 
with ample room to 
nearby restaurants and 
you just can’t get in
Moving downtown is a big step 
towards gaining more independence 
and American Realty helps to make 
the transition from college student 
to real-world adult a smooth one!
American Realty will provide 
you with the insight and assistance to 
help you find the perfect home with ease.
Houses vary between 
2-8 bedrooms, with price ranges 
from $300-500 per bedroom.
The majority of properties 
include some off street parking, 
and washer and dryers in unit! 
Many properties are located
within close proximity to bus stops 
making transportation a non-issue! 
Animal lover? Pets are 
allowed in most properties!
Just make sure to ask, and pay 
attention to the Pet Agreement rules!
America]
Property Ma ement
Contact Us
For Property Information ^ 
& Showmgs—Jsiss^^ 
nfo@american-realty.net Jfg
Mention 
This Ad & 
Apply For 
FREE!
www.american-realty.net
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Af'\ leasing@48west.com 616895.2400 www.48west.com
Across from GVSU & Meadows Golf Course on 48th Ave Allendale. Ml #48west
20 person hot tub - 24 7 fitness center - Coffee bar
20 Grand Valley Lanthorn November loth
Private bedrooms bathrooms - 1. 2 & 4 bedroom units
imm
Come take a tour of the 48west 
amenities and Floor plans and see 
what Its fike to live at 48west!
Bring this coupon into 
the 48west leasing 
office & receive a
FREE T-SHIRT
Call the leasing office 
for more info at 
616.845.2400 or 
stop by 48west 
to sign up!
$40
per person
Chicago Trip Ct/A
Bus stop - 24 7 Theater - Gome room - Free tanning
Lease MOW for Sunnmer/Fall 2015 housing!
Apply online al MSwest.com today!
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Lifetime connections and
o you’re on your way to 
class when yet another 
housing flyer catches 
your eye. “Oh it’s 
from the same place 
I visited last week... 
yeah, that free concert bash 
at 48west. Wait, why are they 
talking about housing so early?”
48west knows how 
important it is to secure housing 
earlier because housing fills up 
quickly in Allendale. Now is 
the time to start your housing 
search for 2015!
48west understands how 
important options are when it comes 
to choosing a place to live. This is 
why 48west offers individual leases 
in all 1, 2, & 4 bedroom options.
Each apartment includes 
central air, full size washers 
and dryers, dishwashers, 
individual bathrooms, free 
wifi and so much more.
There are 6 unique floor 
plans to choose from and awesome 
amenities, such as the 24/7 theatre,
game room, gym, multi-sports court, 
two onsite restaurants and don’t 
forget about the outdoor lounge 
complete with 20 person hot tub.
Come take a tour 
and see for yourself!
“I love living here!!! It’s 
so close to campus and it’s really 
convenient for school. I’ve already 
used the common building!! Also, I 
love the “town” atmosphere here!!! 
It’s so nice to be able to walk to get 
ice cream, the gym, and the game 
room! 48west is simply amazing!”
Resident review from 
apartment ratings 9/6/ J 4.
“48west is a great place to 
live. It’s nice to have your own room 
and bathroom, the apartments are 
newer, and the amenities are worth 
the money spent. The staff is super 
nice and helpful, maintenance 
is awesome as well. Glad to have 
lived here as long as I have.”
Resident review from 
apartment ratings 9/8/14.
We also know you are not just 
looking for a place to live but
looking for a place to live, 
study, relax, socialize and grow!
48west provides many 
events for residents and individuals 
in the community to enjoy.
22
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very fall 48west hosts 
an annual scavenger 
hunt on October 4th 
that gives you a chance 
to win a semester 
(up to $3000.) in free rent!
Be sure to watch for the 
date of the 2015 scavenger hunt.
Other events range 
from hot tub parties, Bon fires, 
pancakes at midnight, art classes, 
Griffin and White Cap games, 
trips to Chicago and more!
Participating in one
of these fun events will build 
life time connections for you.
Many of you en­
joy partaking in hob­
bies and favorite pass times.
At 48west you can
turn this passion into your
very own sponsored event.
We will market, sponsor, 
and help you create new friendships 
with a resident led event.
We know that many of 
you have a heart and compassion
for your Allendale community.
With the ample serving 
opportunities such as volunteering 
at the Ronald McDonald House 
and feeding the homeless at 
Take Hold Church in downtown 
Grand Rapids allows residents 
to give back to the community.
48west makes applying
so easy and convenient
online at www.48west.com.
Get everything
you want by applying early
with your roommates now!
Like us on Facebook!
#48west #livethisway.
new experiences at 48west
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Hopson Flats: Living in the thick of GR
he city of Grand Rapids was 
voted the top destination 
to check out in 2014. 
Residents at Hopson Flats 
aren’t just checking out the 
city though- they’re living in the thick 
of it. Located downtown, the apartment 
complex has something for everybody.
Walk out the front door and 
take a right you’re at The Intersection 
listening to We The Kings or All 
Time Low. Need a drink? Take a 
left and across the street you’re at 
the Founders Brewing Company.
You can meet Griff and Finn, 
the Griffins’ mascots, at a hockey 
game at the Van Andel Arena or go 
swing dance in the summer or skate 
on the ice rink at Rosa Parks Circle.
Residents looking to venture 
a little further into the city need 
only walk next door to The Rapid 
Central Station, hop the 
next bus and you’re off.
Hopson Flats offers 2, 3 
and 4-person units. Each apartment 
has wood floors, high ceilings and
interior brick walls. The historic 
building offers the best of both 
worlds with its urban, modern feel.
If you’re just moving to the area, 
and still looking for flatmates, Hopson 
Flatsoffersroommateplacementservices.
“If you don’t know anyone in the 
city, it’s an easy way to meet new people 
and make those first connections,” said 
Lindsay Jensen, the property manager.
Leases run for 12 months. 
A 10 month lease is also available 
for an additional $50 per month for 
individual leases or $100 per month 
for entire flat leases. Lease rates 
have not been set yet for next year.
Pets are welcome with 
full unit leases and residents are 
allowed two small animals. Go 
ahead and bring Buddy and Mittens.
With your fast paced life, 
monthly bills are a hassle. At Hopson 
Flats, utilities are included in the rent 
so residents don’t have to worry about 
forgetting to make payments for electric, 
heating, air condition or water and sewer. 
Cable/Internet is $20 a month per person.
If you’re not up for a night 
out on the town, Hopson Flats has a 
Fitness Center, a quiet reading lounge 
and an entertainment and game room. 
You can play ping-pong, shuffle- 
board or watch a movie with friends.
If you’re one of those people 
who clean for fun, there are on-site 
laundry facilities. With card access 
laundry machines you won’t have to 
worry about digging up extra coins from 
your couch before washing your clothes.
There is parking avail­
able in the city lot located behind the 
building and access is allocated on a 
monthly basis. It’s one of the most af­
fordable lots downtown, rates are 
available upon request. There is also 
street parking available in the area.
Grand Rapids is the place to 
be and Hopson Flats is the place to live. 
Scheduleatourtocomevisitby contacting 
616-644-2846 or rent@hopsonflats.com.
Office hours are Monday 
through Friday, 8 a.m. to 4 p.m., or 
by private appointment. Hopson 
Flats is located at 212 Grandville Ave. S W.
mmmmm
Come Check Us Outi 
212 Grandville Ave 
rent@hopsonflats.comRoom/Lounge 
ry racnriy 
>us Bedrooms I HopsonFlats.com
The Future of Downtown Living. Today
hopsontlats
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Trying to find a place to live?
BAsic Options
-f Advanced Options
Find your perfect 
place by visiting
lanthorn.com/housing
Enter your own preferences
See your results on Google maps 
to determine its exact location
View photos and specifics about 
each property
Hantfjorn
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Grove offers new housing options in Allendale
tarting in August 2015, 
students at Grand 
Valley State University 
will have a new 
option for off-campus 
living, The Grove. With a focus 
on providing students with 
comfortable apartments, The 
Groves goal is to help them make 
the most of their college experience.
Located at 4967 Pierce St., The 
Grove will feature lockable bedrooms, 
private bathrooms, walk-in closets 
and a washer and dryer in each unit. 
Students can choose between a two 
bedroom apartment at 910 square feet 
or a three bedroom with 1,142 square 
feet, both options are fully furnished.
Lets focus on that phrase 
fully furnished for a hot second. 
Each apartment has a full kitchen 
with a microwave, disposal, ice 
maker and plenty of cabinet space. 
Bedrooms have a comfortable bed, 
study desk and chair, and a bed­
side table. Plus, the living room 
has over-sized micro-suede fur­
niture, and the dining area comes 
with a table and chairs. Moving into 
these apartments will be a breeze.
Students also won’t have 
to worry about paying lots of bills 
since most utilities are already 
included. Residents will have high 
speed internet, a premium cable 
package, water and trash service, 
and a $25 allowance for electricity 
each month. Another bonus, 
free parking and access to The 
Rapids 48 bus route to the Kirkhof 
Center on the Allendale Campus.
The Grove offers amenities 
such as a full coffee bar, a 24-hour 
fitness center, indoor tanning, a 
Harvard-style library and a tavern- 
style game room, among others. 
During the warmer months, residents 
can enjoy the grilling area, fire pit, 
resort- style pool, liquid lounge, full 
basketball court and sand volleyball.
“We want The Grove to 
feel like a community; not just an 
apartment complex,” said Spencer 
Richardson, Sales Manager at The
Grove. “We do this by creating a fun, 
relaxed atmosphere where people 
can come and hangout with friends 
or come and meet new people.”
Prices for The Groves 
apartments vary by community. 
However, all students will sign for 
an individual lease rather than an 
apartment lease. This means if your 
roommate forgets about rent, you’re 
not responsible for it. There are 
also roommate matching services 
available if you don’t already have one.
In addition, The Grove is 
pet friendly, so bring along your 
four-legged friends. To find out if 
this location will allow your animal, 
call their friendly associates at 
(888)-Grove4U. The size and weight 
of the pet must also be approved by the 
general manager of the community.
For more information, visit 
them on Facebook at The Grove 
Allendale or follow them on Twitter 
at www.twitter.com/GroveAllendale. 
The Grove can also be reached by 
email at infoallendale@gogrove.com.
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University Townhouses and Apartments
Offer seclusion, peace and quiet for residents
a
f you’re 
looking for a 
home away 
from home 
near campus 
next year, consider University 
Townhouses and Apartments. 
With locations on Fillmore 
and Lake Michigan Drive the 
close-knit community is a 
few minutes from Allendale 
Campus. Both locations offer 
seclusion and peace and quiet, 
something you won’t be able 
to find anywhere else. Units 
are reasonably priced with 
apartments ranging from 
$350-$400 per person per 
month based off a 10 or 12 
month lease while townhomes 
fall between $235 and $390 per 
person per month depending 
on the arrangements. At the
Lake Michigan Drive location, 
called Campustown Flats, 
utilities are included with rent 
so you and your roommates 
don’t have to fight over whose 
turn t i  to pay the bill.
Curious as to what 
U iversity Townhouses and 
Apartments has to offer? In 
addition to having privacy in a 
wooded setting at a reasonable 
price, the community is close 
to campus and has many 
amenities for its residents. 
Every unit has personal 
bathrooms as well as washers 
and dryers. Other features 
include free parking and 
hookups in each room for DSL 
Internet access, digital video 
and cable. Water, sewer and 
trash removal are included in 
every unit. The apartments
located at 6425 Lake Michigan 
Drive also include water, 
sewer, trash, gas, electric 
and heat. Pets at University 
Townhouses are limited to 
anything that can survive 
under water for ten minutes.
The townhouses 
are located at the border 
of Charter and AcenTek 
zones, meaning either 
service is available to bundle 
cable, phone and internet.
Available floor plans include 
two bedroom apartments 
or two or four bedroom 
townhomes. Among the 
townhome floor plans, some of 
the bedrooms are bigger than 
most complexes on campus 
but are much more affordable 
for cost-conscious students.
While everything
might seem enticing what 
incentive is there to secure 
your spot now at University 
Townhouses and Apartments? 
From now until Christmas new 
residents will get one month of 
free rent with a 12-month lease. 
Residents also can expect a 
great experience because it’s 
a small knit community and 
should any issues arise, the 
owner deals with them directly, 
not an on-site manager.
The owner wants you 
to feel safe, have fun and have 
a secure home at University 
Townhouses and Apartments. 
Visit gvtownhouses.com to 
view floor plans, or contact 
leasing manager Tim at 
(616)-477-5511 or by email 
at xlpropertymanagement@ 
gmail.com with any questions.
ity Townhouses & Apartments
(616)477 5511
"WE GUARANTEE THE LOWEST RATES PER PERSON!"
gvtownhouses.com
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Pun Towers
Experience downtown living & enjoy 
the best amenities around. Located 
directly across the river from campus. **
Ask about GVSU student & staff specials! 
616.776 3300 www plazatowersapartments com 231 W Fulton ti&i
ilAPlNERIDGE
apartments
-
Featuring ground-level apartments that look 
& feel like condos. Ideally located between 
Allendale & Grand Rapids.
616.453.7999 www.pineridge-apartments.com 2700 Pineridge Dr. NW
Lq0s
1 & 2 Bedroom apartments in the heart of 
downtown; less than a mile from downtown 
campus.
Income restrictions & student status restrictions may apply 
616.234.0100 www.loftsapartments.oom 26 Sheldon Blvd SE
__ apartments
Studio & One-Bedroom Apartments designed 
with comfort & style. Distinctive downtown flair, 
without the city price!
616.234.0100 www.highlandplaceapartments.com 405 Washington SE
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Living options at Eenhoorn
enhoorn Prr»r>f»rtip<; nirlrnn TLoro tc * . • /• ..oper es 
owns the following four 
apartment complexes: 
each offers everything 
you could want in an 
apartment at a reasonable price.
Plaza Towers
The first complex, Plaza 
Towers, is located at 201 W. Fulton St. in 
downtown Grand Rapids. The highrise 
is located on the Grand River and all 
rooms have either a riverside view 
or a beautiful view of the downtown.
Amenities include a pool, 
indoor hot tub, a sports deck, three 
grills, a basketball court, two tennis 
courts, a cinema room and a sauna.
pickup. There is parking available 
and there is also a bus stop on site.
Pineridge Apartments
Pineridge Apartments has 
some of the same great amenities 
in a more spacious location. This 
complex is tucked away in a quiet 
wooded area between Grand Valley 
State University’s Allendale and 
Pew campuses between Wilson 
Avenue and 3 Mile Road in Walker.
“1 love these apartments 
because, especially for Grand Valley 
students, we are a central location,” said 
Anela, the complex’s property manager.
Pineridge offers a free 
gym membership, laundry
Each apartment has a fully 
furnished kitchen, carpeting, ample 
closet space, central air and is cable 
and internet ready. These rooms 
include exceptional city views, are 
pet friendly for an additional fee 
(35 pounds and under) and have 
covered parking available for rent.
A one-bedroom apartment 
starts at $556. A two bedroom with one 
bath is $660, and a two bedroom with 
two bathrooms starts at $660 and ranges 
up to $824. Heat is included in the rent.
Highland Place
Highland Place is the final 
complex available from Eenhoorn 
Properties. It is located at 405
They also offer dry cleaning pick facilities, off-street parking and a Washington St. in the Historic
1 1 M zi /I *■> f \ x AM M n *.•<%] I A « f ^  _ _ CC - _ L. _ _ _ _ J _ f f' 1 _ T"V ' ■ • . /* * » * * . < ■ . •up and drop off services, as well as 
laundry. This year, Plaza Towers is 
updating all of the apartments to 
include hardwood floors, granite 
countertops and new cabinets. Security 
and maintenance are available 24/7.
“We’re walking distance from 
downtown, and the major perk of living 
here is that our location is amazing,” 
said Maha, the property manager.
A studio apartment starts 
at $950, a one bedroom starts at 
$1260 and a two bedroom starts at 
$1623. Rent includes heat and 74 
cable channels. An additional $15
free coffee bar and cookies. The 
apartment is also pet friendly to 
animals 50 pounds and under.
All apartments are single 
story. Prices for studios start 
at $520, one bedrooms start at 
$680 and two bedrooms start at $800.
The Lofts
The Lofts, located in the 
heart of downtown Grand Rapids 
on Sheldon Boulevard, offer many 
amenities, which include, but are 
not limited to a 24-hour fitness 
center, computer lab, a community
will include water, sewer and trash lounge and laundry facilities.
District of Heritage Hill in downtown 
Grand Rapids. Amenities include 
24-hour emergency maintenance, 
laundry facilities, free off-street 
parking and it is pet friendly.
Apartment amenities
include air conditioning,
dishwasher, refrigerator, ample 
closet space, simulated wood plank 
flooring, upgraded kitchens and 
garbage disposals. All units are 
cable and Internet ready, as well.
Highland Place offers 
only studio and one-bedroom 
apartments. Pricing is available 
by phone at (616) 234-0881.
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